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Abstract
Economic development is believed critical to irf'9l"OVing quality of life in the
Innu comrTJJnities of Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit. where substance abuse. low
literacy rates, and living conditions far below national standards persist. The
establishment of Innu Development limited Partnership in 1998 was a decisive
move by the lnnu to generate business ventures.
An impact benefit agreement associated with the Voisey Bay mine project
and corT1JE!nsation from a land daim selliement will result in needed resources
and business opportunities for the lnnu. Despite these positive developments,
the Innu see the fishery figuring heavily in community renewal because of its
compatibility with the Innu lifestyle. As the Innu enter the contell'l>Of3ry fishing
scene they win encounter a convoluted and complex fishery management
process, which, until recent Supreme Court of Canada rulings, tended to
marginalize Canadian aboriginal groups.
This paper offers a historical and conl~ry account of Innu
partidpation in the fishery, an analysis of management and policy issues. and
cultural considerations that are gennane to lnnu Nation and government efforts
to bring about corrm.mity revitalization through aboriginal capadty development
in the fishery.
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1.0 Introduction
The Innu of Labrador recognize the contribution that commercial fishery
opportll'lities can make in generating revenue, employment and skills
development (Leaming Unlimited, 1999). Northern shrimp allocations provided
by the Minister of Fisheries in 1997 placed the Innu on the contemporary fishery
map. Proceeds from these allocations were instrumental in establishing lnnu
Development limited Partnership (hereafter IDLP) in May of 1996, marking an
important first step by the lnnu to dedicate resources to an economic
development agenda.
Recent policy statements from the Government of Canada to increase
aboriginal participation in the fishery precipitated largely from the Sparrow and
Marshall decisions of the SUpl"eme Court of Canada. These landmark decisions
are forcing change in the existing fishery management regime. The release of
the Report of the Independent Panel on Access Criteria on April 5, 2002 further
reinforces OFO commitments to increasing aboriginal participation in the Atlantic
fishery (Department of Fisheries & Oceans, 2(02).
The Innu quicfdy determined that the best way to respond to the rapidly
cnanging policy and regulatory environment is through partnerships with
established participants in the industry. The most visible Innu joint venture is
Katsheshuk Fisheries Limited, a partnership of IDLP, Fishery Products
International (FPI) and Coastal Labrador Fisheries Limited (hereafter CLF). CLF
serves as managing partner and has entered into a long-term relationship with
the Innu that will provide financial benefits, a broad base of business assets, and
transfer of business and resOlJce management expertise.
This paper marks the author's efforts, as a resource advisor to the InrMJ, to
gather pertinent information and to examine policy issues the Innu will confront in
the preparation of fisheries and other economic development planning exercises.
The paper presents the circumstances of the Innu of Labrador as they move
toward economic self-sufficiency and improving the quality of life in Sheshatshiu
and Utshimassit through fishing.
1.1 Background
Approximately 16,000 Innu, formerly known as Montagnais or Naskapi,
inhabit Nitassinan (Le. eastern Quebec and Labrador). See Figure 1.
Figure 1. Nitassinan
This exercise focuses on the fishery development objectives of the 1,714
(Statistics Canada, 2001) Innu of Labrador, residing in Sheshatshiu and
Utshimassit (Davis Inlet).
1.1.8. Governance
The political realities of two proYincial boundaries (Le. Quebec and
Newfoundland and Labrador) and the land rights negotiation process have led to
the creation of regional political organizations. The Innu Nation is the goyeming
body of the Innu of Labrador and was first incorporated as the Naskapi-
Montagnais lnnu Association (NMIA) in 1977. 11 serves to protect Innu land,
rights and way of life prior to a land rights settlement. The Innu Nation acts under
the direction of an elected board of directors and maintains active cultural,
enyironmental research and monitoring departments, which play supportive roles
in negotiations with govemments and to effectively intervene in major
developments that might affect Innu interests (http://www.lnnu.ca, 2002).
1.1.b. Innu Past and Recent History
According to Innu oral history, the world is an island created by wolverine
and muskrat after a great flood. The Innu, however, came from another land
situated to the southeast called Tshishlashkamuku, which is connected to the
world by a narrow bridge.
The archaeological record shows that labrador and eastem Quebec were
inhabited more than 8,000 years ago. Though the evidence is not conclusive, the
Innu people are likely related to these earty residents (http://www.lnnu.ca, 2002).
Innu resource use on the Quebec/labrador peninsula is extensive.
Figures 2 and 3 reveal this use during the early to late 20th century
Figure 2. Innu Travel Routes 1920 -19&0 Figur1l 3. Innu Harvest Anas 1969 -1991
Recent Innu history is well publicized and charaderized by political
struggle and social morass. Various media outlets have carried the Innu fight for
recognition, land access, and cultural preservation to the world stage; as well as
the gas sniffing and abuse of alcohol that plagues Innu communities.
Innu land daim negotiations have entered an accelerated phase (Indian
and Northem Affairs Canada, 1997). As well, an Impad and Benefits Agreement
relating to the Voisey's Bay mine development is progressing well. In a recent
INCa news release, CEO Scott Hand advised; "We're coming dose to reaching
Impad and Benefits Agreements with the Innu and Labrador Inuit Association.
Again, I am optimistic that we'll find the common ground that leads to a win-win
dear" (INCa, 2002, p.2). Advancing a fishery development agenda in the midst of
pressing social issues and these two major initiatives provides an indication of
the priority placed by the Innu on this industry sedor.
1.1.c. The Concept of Respect· Traditional Values & Spirituality
As one Innu elder explained, "to understand the fish and the Innu is to
compare both of them. For instance the fish lives like the Innu who moves from
one area to another at different times of the year." (Pater, 2001, p.2)
The Innu traditional way of life is difficult for urban societies to
comprehend. To the Innu all things are connected. Collective and individual
harmony is linked spiritually to the land and respect for natural resources.
Animals belong 10 animal kingdoms, which have an animal master. The animal
masters and all the animals are to be respected, with the Innu hunter requiring
the animal master's permission to seek daily subsistence (Henriksen, 1977, p.e).
Various ceremonies and rituals were used to communicate with and
celebrate the animal masters. Principal among these was the ·shaking tenr
ceremony, wherein spiritual contact between the Innu shaman and the fish
master Misnak was arranged through an intermediary in the nether world known
as Mishtapeu. Through the intermediary the shaman would ask Misnak the
whereabouts of certain fish and the precise location would be offered. This form
of spirituality, with its rituals and taboos is similar to the practices of secular faiths
but stands apart in its veneration of land, plants and animals. (Tanner et ai, 1996)
Although the last shaman passed away in the early 1970s and
communication with the animal masters and shaking tent ceremonies are no
longer practiced, the Innu hold strongly to their traditional beliefs and relationship
with nature (http://www.lnnu.ca. 2001). Some would suggest that the cessation
of traditional practices is the root cause to the many ills that have befallen the
Innu, fish and other wildlife.
Very few non-aboriginal resource users display deep respect for land,
plants, animals and fish. This is evident in Atlantic Canadian fisheries,
particularty dlring the 1980s and 1990s, where resource collapses,
circumvention of conservation ob;edives and the economic force of discounting
ruled the day. It is lXlderstandabie then why aboriginal groups, who have
conservation awareness embedded in their customs and lifestyle, are reluctanllo
participate in management processes where this resource imperative is
espoused but then ignored. Aboriginal groups tend to see the intrinsic and Iong-
term value of renewable resources first and experience conservation as a cultural
artifact developed through the eons in a struggle for survival.
1.1.d. The Mid_20th Century Aboriainal Policy Environment
Inuit from Northern Quebec and Pond Inlet were relocated to Grise Fiord
and Resolute Bay in Canada's high arctic in 1953 as pieces in a sovereignty play
(Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, 1991). The resettlement of Hebron and
Okak in Labrador dLring the late 19505 was part of an overall social engineering
experiment on the part of the Newfoundland government, Moravian ChLXCh and
International Grenfell Association. The agents of these institutions believed
Labrador Inuit must abandOn an untenable subsistence livelihood for centralized
locations where their spiritual and social needs would be better served and
where they could be integrated in to the industrial era and the wage economy.
The Innu of Labrador were subjected 10 similar forces, eventually yielding to
government policy thai included threat of legal action, separation from family, and
withholding of services. This has led 10 their present idle existence in permanent
settlements, replete with what can be easily desaibed as third wor1d living
conditions.
Ryan (1988) provides a good overview of Innu and native resettlement
across Canada. The impact of the resettlement policies, which was either blindly
ignored or summarily dismissed, is manifested in the social and human loll in
many aboriginal commlX'lities. In the case of the IrnJ, their predilection to lake
extended excursions in search of meat and fish was quelled by government
imposed game laws and coercion to remain where education, health and social
services could be provided. Innu resistance to assimilation by southern culture
and the devastating impacts of reduced stature and idleness were glaring
oversights in government policy. As well, the incursion of non-aboriginal
populations into Innu land use areas aeated lasting effects, including reSOU'ce
use conflicts and the trend toward over-exploitation of local resources. The
natural balance that endured for millennia was lost in a matter of decades;
substance and spousal abuse, neglect of children, and birth, death and education
rates significantly at variance with Canadian standards now prevail.
In a media interview in 2000, Chief Paul Rich of $heshatshiu stated; "Our
community of $heshatshiu is not a healthy community. $0 many things have
happened over the past couple of years, which we are so overwhelmed with and
there is no way this community can go on" (Clancy, 2000, p.1). He added further
that Innu children are victims of a culture dash, caught between the old world
and the new. Its roots go back to the resettlement of the Innu. "It's the Innu
people ourselves who've got to solve these problems and we've always said thar
(CeC, 2000, p.2).
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In response to these stark realities the Innu have lobbied for, and
obtained, programs 10 transport people out 10 the country again so thai
harvesting skills, knowledge and respect of the land, and oral traditions can be
passed onto younger generations. The lnnu have also assumed increasing levels
of control over their lives by taking over many elements of public administration,
municipal services, and local govemment (http://www.lnnu.ca,2oo2),
1.2 Past Participation in the Commercial Fisheries $ector
When time and resources allowed diversion from more immediate issues,
the lnnu attempted to establish a presence in the commercial fishery. However,
the level of commitment necessary 10 advance Innu interests simply could not be
sustained. This is clearly in evidence today by the virtual absence of Innu
harvesting capacity, fishery infrastructure and resource allocations that are
substantially less than those held by other aboriginal and non-aboriginal groups.
There are two distinct periods where effort was committed to developing
Innu commercial fishery operations. The first occurred during the 1940s with the
Innu of Davis Inlet and the second occurred at the Smallwood Reservoir during
the 1970s and was linked to Sheshatshiu.
In the late 1940s a small-scale commercial fishery commenced at Davis
Inlet when the local missionary imported punts and larger motorboats so that
those residing on the coast in summer could pursue a saltwater fishery. A
reason given for the relocation from old Davis Inlet to its present site was "to
enhance the economic prospects of the lnnu by involving them in a commercial
saltwater fishery" (Powers, 1997, p. 1). Several cod traps were also procured
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and fished by Innu fishers during the 1950s and 19605 (l Innes, personal
communication, December 10, 2001).
In 1988, 1989 and 1990 the fish plant in Nain, whidl had a buying
station in Utshimassit, purchased fish from four fishers in each of these years (H.
Besl, Personal Communication, July 21, 2001).
During the 19705 and 1980s Innu from Sheshatshiu were involved in
efforts 10 establish a whitefish fishery in the Smallwood Reservoir, where a
complete harvesting and processing operation was put in place (E. Andrew,
Personal Communication, November 14, 2(01).
Sustainable operations proved elusive in each case as the Innu suffered
from inexperience in modern fish harvesting and processing and sustained
technical and management support to make the transition to commercial
operations. They also encountered uncontrollable extemal factors, including poor
transportation networ1<.s at both locations and, in the case of Utshimassit,
disappearing fish stocks.
1.2.a. Harvesting Activity
Table 1 provides DFQ licensing data for the Newfoundland Region for
2000. With an estimated maximum of 6 individuals who might qualify for "Core
Enterprise 1. (i.e. professional fisher) status, the Innu have insignificant presence
in the commercial fishery.
I.Core EllIcrprisc - means a ~shing unit composed ofa fisher. (head or cnterprise), rcgistcn:d vcssel(s) and
hccllCe'l hcJsbe holds and which bas becn dcsignated lIS such m 1996 underapptm"Cd criteria
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Figures 4 and 5 place Innu harvesting in a regional context. With the
exception of the lnnu northern shrimp harvest, which commenced in 1997, Innu
harvests of fish over the past two decades have been primarily for local sales or
subsistence use.
Total fish landings presented for Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu are also
overestimated. Innu landings were blended with non-Innu fishers when the twin
community of Northwest River served as the common landing port for statistical
purposes. Fishers from Northwest River placed considerably more effort on
resources in Upper lake Melville dtxing the defined period and account for more
than half of the landings of salmon, trout and rock cod.
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The Innu have not been treated equitatxy in the sharing of resources in
immediately adjacent areas of NAFO Divisions 2GHJ2• This is due in part to
resource allocation policies and priorities that favolXed non-adjacent interest
groups. Allocations of adjacent resources that could have provided a revenue
stream to support economic initiatives were simply not provided or were
meaningless. Ina-easing Imu participation in the fisheries will be a challenge in
~ The Labrndorooast lals predonunatcly ",ithm DiviSions 20, 2H and 2J oflhc Nonh"'"CSl. AtlantIC Fishel)
OrganlZ.1tJon (te.NAFO) Com-cnlion Area.. Sec Appcndi, I
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an era where many fisheries are fully subscribed and over~pacity is the single
most structural problem facing the industry.
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Figure 5. Totl!l llIndlnlls198(1_2000 by Species Group Nl!wloundll!nd (NF) I!nd
AtlanlieCanadl!jACi
11.0 Strategic Planning and an Innu Fishery Strategy: The Issues
Like most renewable resource industries, the fishery is at the mercy of
uncontrollable forces, with long-term planning a precarious if not questionable
exercise. The fishery may be more complex because the vast majority of
resources cannot be seen, are mobile, and cannot be reliably estimated. It could
also be argued that other resource industries are not burdened to the extent that
the fishery is with political expediency, absence of clear policies, and the
competing forces of capitalism and socialism. Add to this mixture highly
IS
contentious access and allocation issues, fickle markets, and what has proved to
be an unpredictable resource environment and it is understandable why the best-
laid plans are often scuttled. Nonetheless, it is important to have a dear
understanding and positions on fishery resource policy issues.
This strategic issues section outlines key policy issues and decisions that
that Innu leaders will have to ponder in the very near future.
11.1 Innu Demographics
Demography is the science that deals with the vital and social conditions
of a people resident of a particular area. The extent to which fisheries
development is to 0CCl.I" for the Innu is dependent on the available labour force,
competition from altemate employment opportunities within a reasonable
geographic area, and skill and income levels that permit individuals to participate
and advance in those opportunities.
The following data provides a demographic profile, based on statistical
characteristics, of the Innu of Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu. This profile relies
heavily on 1996 census data from Statistics Canada and is augmented with tax
filer data from 1998 (contained in Appendix 2), and available 2001 census dala
VVhile the data is the most inclusive available, it should be noted that some
Innu families were in the labrador interior and were not enumerated.
" 1 a Population Characteristics
Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu had populations of 580 and 1,134
respectively in 2001. Gender ratios of the two communities are in the range of
49% and 51% and are similar to the province as a whole. Twenty percent of the
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provincial population is between a to 14 years. By comparison, 43% of the
population of Utshimassit and 44% of the population of Sheshatshiu are in this
age group suggesting, in the absence of other indicators, a birth rate double the
provincial average. Individuals 15 years of age and over represent 57% of the
population for both Innu communities, compared with 80% for the province.
Table 2 summarizes the age population ratios for the Innu communities
and the province as a whole.
T~e 2 F>JpUallon by Gen& anl fqJ Gnqing
IrnJ Comn.nItIesand AoYInce -1996 Data
l.lshrmssit % S1est'l<.t9lu % f'.F&l...fba:ir %
0-14YEBS
-
1(6 Z!l $,195
-
143 225 Sl,00J
15+YtBS
-
100 2m 21<\385
-
100 200 225,6:!ll
11.1.b. Labour Force Characteristics
Table 3 provides population employment characteristics for Innu communities
and the province. Utshimassit and Sheshalshiu have a labour force of 225 and
240 respectively, and participation rates at 68% and 42%. The participation rate,
that is the number of individuals 15 years and over actively participating in the
labour force, is 50 percent higher in Utshimassit than in Sheshatshiu. In fact, the
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rate is slightly higher than the Canadian average and among the highest in
Newfoundland and labrador. The unemployment rate for Utshimassit was 10%
compared with 25% for the province and 10% for Canada in that year. The
unemployment rale in Sheshatshiu is slightly less than double the provincial rate.
T,"", ~ EfrI*¥r<rtO-S-;-
Irru D:mnrities a"Id AtMn::e ·1993 D3la
l..lstimassit ~
-
Inthel.ctlo.rFcrt:e 225 2<0 246005
-
2lXl 135
''''''''~ 22 105 6173'
l'tiinl..EblJ"Fare 105 315 191265
~Raio 62 24 <2
The available data also indicates that 43% of males in the 15 • 24 age group and
82% of males in the 25 years plus age group in Utshimassit participate in the
labour force. These figures compare with 44% and 47% for the same male age
groups in Sheshatshiu. The discrepancy is believed attributable to the fact that
many men in this age group from Utshimassit were in the country during the
census period.
In addition to a relatively low participation rate, unemployment in Sheshatshiu
was 63% for males aged 15 - 24 and 39% for males in the 25 years plus age
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group. In the data sets presented the aboriginal and non-aboriginal populations
in the respective communities must be considered. Table 4 reveals that seventy-
five non-aboriginal indjvi<luals resided in the two communities in the census
pefiod.
Table 4. AboriginallNon-Aboriginal Population In Innu Communities·
1996 Data
Utshimassit Sheshatshiu Newfoundland &
Labrador
Aborj inal
Non-Abori inal
Total
550
30
580
973
45
1018
18837
532955
551792
I!.i.c. OccuDationaUEmDloyment Characteristics
Approximately 85% of employment in Ulshimassit and 50% in
Sheshatshiu is associated with government services. Oco.Jpations in d1ildcare,
home support and protective services are predominant in Utshimassit and to a
lesser extent in Sheshatshiu. These are followed by education, health and social
service industries and government administration. Ten to fifteen individuals in
each community are engaged in occupations in forestry, quarrying and fishing
industries. Retail trade, construction and Iranspoftalion indusbies also provide
employment for individuals in these communities.
The entire labour force in Utshimassit consists of paid workers or
employees Sheshatshiu had ten individuals recorded as self-employed. As
determined from Table 5, average employment income in the selected
communities is 67% and 62%, respectively, of the provincial average. Family
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income is 62% and 54°A, of the provincial average. Median income in both
communities was Jess than 50% of the provincial average.
Table 5. Income Characteristics
Selected Corrrnunities and Province· 1996 Data
UtshimassH: Sheshatshiu~$ $ $
Full-time Employment 29,354 21,419 34,142
Part-time Employment 7,fM1 8,726 12,106
Male-Average 16,800 14,035 25,355
Female Average 10,690 10,343 15,339
Median Famitv Income 18,112 17,600 36,399
It is interesting to note the composition of total income. summarized in
Table 6. The data indicates that earned income, as a percentage of total income,
was 83.7% in Utshimassit versus 68.1% for the province. Similarly, transfer
payments at 16.1% of total income is considerably less than the provincial
average of 24.6%. The families that were not enumerated in Utshimassit may
have impacted on this section of the analysis. \f\Ihile this would not materially
change average and family income numbers, the degree to which it may change
the data relating to oomposition of income is entirely unknown. Indeed, it is a
reasonable assumption that many incomes may be too low to avail of transfer
payments. The Innu tend not to avail of provincial social assistance payments, as
perennially the bulk of income is received from Indian Affairs and Northern
Development. Transfers from the province would be -dawed ba~ accordingly.
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Tabl. t. Composition of Tot.llne-ome
S.t...t.d Communities and Pro... in... -1t•• Data
Employment Ineom. (%1
Govemment Transfer Payments (%1
Othar(%)
The data are sufficient to provide an indication of the incidence of looN
family income, the percentage of families in a census area in which family
income is below an established threshold. The incidence of low income is 19.9%
for the province, 47.1% for Sheshatshiu and 57.6% for Utshimassit.
In summary, there is a significant under-utilized workforce and need for
employment opportunities in both Innu communities. The absence of significant
employment in primary resolXC9 areas points to a glaring deficiency in the
economic systems necessary for community survival. The data indicates a
labour force in both communities that is lIlderemployed, which depends on
government services for the bulk of its employment opportunities, and based on
education profiles presented in the next section, is constrained in pursuing
opport\Jlities that support and contribute to economic growth.
11.2 Human Resource Development
11.2.a. Pending Industrial Development - A Human Resource Development
~
It is clear that the Innu face an economic development crisis. The Innu
focus much energy, human and financial resources on protecting their culture
and traditional resource use areas from encroaching industrial development in
(e.g. Lower Churchill, Voisey's Bay, Low-level Flying, & Trans-Labrador
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Highway). At the same time the Innu are burdened with the reality of the
demographic data and that community growth must occur through meaningful
employment and extraction of revenues from these very same developments.
Of the economic opportunities that will become available to the Innu over
the next several years, the fishery offers perhaps the best opportunity 10 balance
the countering forces of environmental preservation and development.
However, the transition from subsistence oriented harvesting to modem
commercial fishing operations and contemporary forms of management will
demand various skill sets. The Atlantic Canadian fishery has become complex
and highly technical and in realit)' can no longer be pursued on an artisa1 basis.
Responsibilities arising from a land rights agreement will increase
pressure on existing Imu institutions and human resolXces. A needs assessment
would appear 10 be a logical first response 10 addressing futl.Ke personnel,
education and training requirements. Table 7 provides detail on education and
training levels in the Innu communities3.
The significant under-employment problems of the Innu are exacerbated
by the distressing educational cirOJmstances. In Ulshimassit and Sheshatshiu
57% and 49%, respectively, of people in the 15 and over age group have an
education level below grade nine. This is more than double the provincial level in
total and by gender for the same age grouping.
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Table 7. Education and Training Profile for the Communities of
Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit, 1996 Census Data
Highest level of
chaoling· population
~ae 15 and over Total MaleFerna etal Male Female Total Male Female
4U,us 114.155 nuu
22,411
54,111
21,DlO1t,3I5
20,755
112,075 17,"0
olal·AJ1 penOllsAge 15
,,-
fwrttlouta higtl school~te 170 I'll 425 111210 1",I2IH,111101,11'
~Ith. high school certificate 0 0 0 20 10 10 U,II45 21,350 :u.ns
~h some post-seeondary~U:==~HCOOdary
jw.thtnldesOfrl()fHjnrVerSllY=:~m"""""
ilh 1es5than grade nine
jw;thahighschoolcertlllcate
~I~esornon-university
~teordiplom<lQ(
~~ave completedn~~ 10 12 0 :s , , 11 11
It is the opinion of Innu representatives that Statistics Canada education
data are not truly reflective of community circumstances (D. Penner, G. Nuna,
personal communication, July 11, 2001). Specifically, it is believed that actual
numbers of Innu high school graduates, those holding trades and non-university
certificates, and those having completed university are considerably lower than
stated. A number of factors bias the estimates for each community. Cultural and
language barriers result in improper interpretation and completion of census
documents and non-aboriginal resident contributions to the data skew the
population profile.
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While the education demographics are troubling, it is necessary to place
Innu situation in an appropriate temporal context. Newfoundland and Canadian
education systems are extensions of those of Europe, which have been in
practice for centuries. The Labrador Inuit population was exposed to a structured
education setting by Moravian missionaries some 200+ years ago. By
comparison Innu exposure to formalized education systems is considerably more
recent, effectively the latter half of the 20ltl century. Hence, few generations of
Innu have passed through what is still an evolving education process.
Unlike the Inuit, the Innu have resisted integration into -white- education
systems. The Innu have openly disoouraged their children from Euro-Canadian
education and assimilation in to western culture based on some traumatic
experiences under oblate missionaries (Samson, 2000; Ryan, 1998). Some
would suggest that their actions are achieving the desired affect; the Innu
language remains largely intact in young and old, while the same cannot be said
in labrador Inuit communities where many baby boomers and most young Inuit
are unable to speak their mother longue. The unfortunate consequence of
resisting formal education is that very few Innu finish school or pursue higher
learning. While a -white" education is resisted, the ability to communicate and
interact in business dealings with non-aboriginals is becoming necessary for the
lnnu. A possible remedy to the education circumstances is a radically revised
educational system, which is responsive to lnnu culture, language and seasonal
priorities. This would provide lnnu parents, elders and leaders confidence that
the Innu language and culture is protected. There have been positive
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developments in this regard since 1999, when the first Innu principal was
appointed at Peenamin Mackenzie School in Sheshatshiu. (Samson, 2(01)
The Innu must be adequatefy prepared to advance their interests in the
midst of ever changing renewable and non-fenewable resource environments.
White economic opportunities appear virtually unlimited, human resource issues
are simply staggering and unquestionably the paramount strategic concern for
the Innu to grapple with over the next several decades. As a pre.-emptive
measure the Innu Nation should consider engaging an individual, preferably an
Innu, whose role is to act as a liaison with schools, Imu corporate partners,
training and certification agencies, and governments to advance and coordinate
Innu specific education and training initiatives.
It2.b. Basic Education and Fisheries Related Training
In respect of fisheries related training, disruption of traditional pursuits and
prolonged absence from family life need not occur. Many education and training
programs are modular, community based and can be designed to accommodate
the lifestyles and sd"Iedules of the Inl'lJ. The Marine Institute of Memorial
University of N6"Nfoundland through a memorandum of understanding with the
College of the North Atlantic (CONA) are positioned 10 provide distributed
learning of fishery training programs to the lnnu. Details of CDNA's customized
training program and their service delivery model is contained in Appendix 3.
11.3 The Resource Environment
The Newfoundland and labrador fishery has adjusted to the depletion of
groundfish resources during the late 1980s and 1990s, which are overshadowed
by the shellfish boom since 1995. As can be seen from figures 6 and 7 record
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harvests and high prices of snow aab and access to sultbstantial quotas of
northern shrimp since 1997 have offset the industry crisis of ~e early 19905
Figure 6. Fish landings by Speci•• Group: Newfoundland al't\l Labrador, 1989-2001
Figure 7 Llnded Value ($ m~) b~ Species Group' Newfo~ndlJfld i1nq Labrador, 1989-2001
For the Innu, who historically accessed cod at the n0"them extreme of its
range, "fish· disappeared dtring the 19605. The nnu haV\ not benefited from
the lucrative snow Cfab fishery off Labrador. It is only 5 years since the Innu were
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provided access to the northern shrimp fishery and then on a temporary basis, at
levels substantially below other non-adjacent interests. This is almost
unconceivable given the fishery commenced in the late 19705 in areas
immediately adjacent to Utshimassit. The general location of groundfish, snow
crab and shrimp fishing grounds are illustrated in figure 8.
Figure 8. Newfoundland Fishing Grounds
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A full understanding of the resource landscape and access to various fish
species is critical to the development of an Innu fishery strategy_ Local fish
stocks and adjacent marine resources will be expected to form the basis of a
development plan and wealth generation in Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit. The
Innu can generate employment from fish resources on two fronts; firstly through
harvesting and processing, and secondly through assuming responsibility for
govemment services in resource assessment, coastal and inland surveying,
mapping, monitoring and enforcement.
Marine and freshwater outfitting opportunities can also factor heavily in
lnnu economic development priorities. Based on other land claim agreements,
the Innu should be able to negotiate considerable control of inland aquatic
resources. There is considerable scope for marine and freshwater outfitting if
catch and release fishing is practiced. In this regard, lnnu interests in salmon,
char and trout should be directed to subsistence requirements and commercial
outfitting opportunities. Government policy measures and market information
support such an approach by the lnnu. Specifically, license retirement programs
have removed over 95% of commercial salmon licences in Newfoundland and
labrador, the wild fishery is unable to compete in what has become a commodity
market for cultured salmonids and numerous reports suggest greater revenue is
obtainable through commercial outfitting (Cooperation Agreement for Salmon
Enhancement and Conservation, 1994).
Govemment should be tasked to develop policy measures, allocations and
funding programs that can facilitate expanded Innu participation in this sector. To
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this end it would serve the Innu well to commission an Innu Recreational Fishery
Strategy.
11.4 Resource Access (Licensing & Allocation Policies)
Fishery development for the Innu hinges on access to
Although all Canadians are ostensibly the owners of marine resources, in reality
there are a select few who afe the real beneficiaries of the fishery and its
attendant management processes. From a legal and operational point of view the
Department of Fisheries and Ocean's can really only interact with the holder of a
"fishing licence""
Allocation of marine resources, which is the sharing of fishery resources
among licence holders, takes many forms Common allocation types in
Canadian fisheries' jurisdictions indude competitive quotas, individual quotas
(las), individual transferable quotas (lIas), enterprise allocations (EAs),
exploratory, and developmental quotas (Parsons, 1995). Recent variants
including "community", "temporary" and "communal" allocations have been used
to provide access that would not otherwise be expected under standard licensing
and allocation practices.
Formal licensing in the fisheries of Atlantic Canada commenced with the
inaugural Commercial Fisheries licensing Policy for Eastem Canada in 1976.
This policy set the stage for the registration of fishermen and limited entry
licensing and also the gradual and systematic exclusion of aboriginal groups from
• A fishing license is "an instrument by which the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, pursuant to
hislher discretionary authority under the Fisheries Act, grants permission to a person, including
an aboriginal organization, to halVest certain species of fish or marine plants subject to the
conditions attached to the license" (OFO, 1996, p.3).
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the Atlantic Fishery. Aboriginal representatives oRen recount occasions where
concerns were expressed to authorities over licensing policies and management
practices that were quietly eroding their interests and how they were reassured
that the changes were to bring the mammoth fishing machine of the south under
control.
At the political level the Innu lacked familiarity with effective lobbying and
industry tactics and, combined with their predisposition for fair play and quiet
demeanour, were easily overlooked. Perhaps aboriginal groups were somewhat
naive to expect the authorities to protect their interests and accept their ·colour of
righf" to fish resources.
History now bares witness to how licensing policies, cultural barriers, lack
of access to programs and decision makers, and inadequate representation have
acted in concert to relegate aboriginal groups to the margins of the fishery.
Aboriginals were further vdimized in that they were precluded from the benefits
of many fishery development, compensation and response programs, which were
linked with eligibility for a specific license, fishery, gear or fleet sector. The
author recounts the disappointment of project administrators over the poor
response to fleet deVelopment programs in northern Labrador dlling the earty
1990's. There was never any consideration of the fact that fish had been gone
from the area for years and Investment in larger or new vessels made no sense.
The rigidity in the system ultimately precipitated court challenges during
the 1990s over access to fish. The ensuing decisions have been a vindication for
aboriginal fishers and have led to the recent radical shift in DFO fisheries policy
S Gencnilly, wlour of right is defiMd 4f.a/l JrtJ-.Jt M/i~fin aMok offocu w11lc11. ift' UiSl~d. _'d H a
IrgoIjmflCOtiOR. -SeeR. v. Pawhuc(I99I), IJO NI1d. a. P.E.lR. 207(NlldI Prov. 0.).
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in resped. of first nations. The "Aboriginal Communal Fishing licenses
Regulations· provided in Appendix 4 were promulgated in 1993 10 facilitate
aboriginal access to fish and resources and 10 ensure Iong-tenn benefits to the
aboriginal community as a whole.
That the situation would escalate 10 conflict and the high courts to bring
about corrective action is lamentable, albeit a testimonial 10 the failure of the
existing process. It has been a wake up call for first nations to ensure their
participation in all aspects of the fishery is dearly defined in management or land
daim agreements and to avoid general policy provisions at all cost.
The Commercial Fisheries licensing Policy for Eastern Canada has
undergone several revisions since 1976, whidl reflect the changing vision 104" the
fishery. Changes during 1996 induded the introduction of the ·Core" concept,
revision of antiquated vessel replacement rules, a framework for industry self-
reliance, partnerships and exemptions fO( aboriginal peoples with respect 10
issuance of replacement licences. Another major policy review initiated in 1999
is expected to bring sweeping changes of importance 10 aboriginal groups. The
Independent Panel on Access Criteria completed an important component of this
policy review with the release of its report in April 2002. Secl.ions 8. 9. and 11.7
of the report address the aboriginal participation in detail (See Appendix 5).
The federal governments present policy direction with respect to the
aboriginal community is articulated in Section 2.1.5 of the report "A Discussion
Document on Policy Direction and Principles· (DFO, 2001, p. 65-66):
"DFO manages fisheries in a way that is consistent with the
constitutional protection afforded Aboriginal and treaty rights. Once the
Department detennines that it is acceptable to harvest a given stock or
species. Aboriginal rights to fish for food, social and ceAKnOnial purposes
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take precedence over other uses of the resource. Moreover, the
Department is expected to manage the fisheries in a manner consistent
with the provisions of existing treaties and land claims agreements.
This document envisages the development of broad principles that
are meaningful to both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal fisheries. Although
other processes will be used to address increased Aboriginal involvement
in the fisheries and Aboriginal rights to harvest the resource, it is
recognized that the principles of shared decision-making will be especially
relevant in Aboriginal fisheries. In fact, many Aboriginal groups have
already expressed a strong interest in fisheries management decision-
making. It will be important that Aboriginal groups participate in the
process and share responsibility for a sustainable fishery. This goal will
require supporting and developing the expertise in Aboriginal groups to
take on the added responsibilities. This broad approach to shared
stewardship. along with the specific implementation strategies will be
developed with Aboriginal groups.
For now. DFO will continue to work with Aboriginal communities
through the Aboriginal Fishery Strategy and other mechanisms to
establish. among other things. an appropriate regulatory framework for
management of the Aboriginal fishery. The activities currently carried out
by Aboriginal communities under the AFS (including catch monitoring.
enforcement. habitat assessment and monitoring, habitat enhancement.
and other community-based surveys and assessment projects) will
continue."
In summary DFO's current approach is 10 address aboriginal needs on the
basis of negotiated land daims agreements or, where daims have not
concluded, through fisheries agreements under the aboriginal fishery strategy.
1I.4.a Temporary AccesS Policy and the Northern Shrimp Fishery
The temporary access policy6 is in principle a reasonable fishery
management 1001, whereby temporary access to a fishery or fish resource is
provided where resource growth and value has increased significantly and where
the viability of the exisling license holders is not jeopardiZed. This policy has
6 Tbc lcmponu)' access policy was fil"Sl. implcllI(:lt\cd in the Nc\\-foundland and Labr<ldor in lhc snow crab
Fishcryilll99S,whcreinthc<J5'scctorwoeivcdtcmporarylishingpcrrnits. TCIllp<PrdJ)'lICI;CSS10 Ihc
northern sluimp IisJIery was introduced in the 1997-1999 Northern Shrimp Plan.
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enabled many inshore fishers displaced by the groundfish collapse in Gulf,
Scotia..f"undy, Laurentian and Newfoundland fishery management regions 10
access the lucrative snow crab and slYimp fisheries. Temporary access ceases
when the reSOlKce reh.ms 10 traditional or threshold levels. For example, Innu
access to the northern shrimp fishery will terminate 'Nhen the TAC falls below the
37,600 tonnes threshold established in 1937.
A troublesome provision7 of the temporary access policy for the Innu is the
requirement to joint venture with existing participants in the northem shrimp
fishery. Govemment and the Innu do not disagree that technology and expertise
transfer can be best achieved through such ventures. However, the Innu
contend thai the freedom to choose is limited and they are unable to take full
advantage of their fishing opportunity, as it is structured 10 benefit established
licence holders.
1I.4.b Processing (Freezing) at Sea - <65' Enterprises
The processing at sea policy for <65' enterprises has important
implications for aboriginal fishers in Northern Labrador and NlXl8vut. In addition
to standard concerns with ice making, discharging, and transportation services,
northem-based fishers deal with poor nautical charts, insufficient naVigational
aids and too few safe harbours. The distance between fishing grounds and safe
landing locations can be measured in the hundreds of miles in northern Labrador.
, Pertl:lpslhemostcontcntil)U$iSSucaroondtbclCnlPOral)'acccsspolicy fortbc: Innu NlUion isthc
intcrpreW..ion ofco=spoDllc:nce ",cch~ in 1995 from a past Minister ofDFO, wherein it iJl ~cated lila!
Ihe Innu Nation wookI nx:a"c priority consideration in the iS5llallCC of new oITshore nonhcm shrimp
liecnees. Tbc Innu viewtbe IC:mporary acecss policy as aoaoachronism inrespcctorl~oommitmc:oI.and
thciraboriginal history. [nt~ingl)'. in tbcinlcneniDgpcriodsill(:C lhisconunitmenl was made, tbe
Northern ShrimpTAC has morelhan tripled fromapproxiJmtcly 36.400 IOnJIai in 19901 toilScurrcnt kYcI
O\~r IIO.OOOtooncs.
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Beginning of season ice delays and early onset of severe fall weather conditions
are impediments to the viability of typical inshore enterprises. OthefWise lucrative
fisheries on the northern Labrador coast are rendered uneconomical or
impractical for <65' vessels because it is virtually impossible 10 land a quality
·wet" product
Essentially there are two ways in which northern license holders can
overcome the identified obslades; acquire >65' enterprises which are permitted
to process at sea or seek authorization to process onboard using <65' vessels
The latter requires a variance of the Fleet Separation PolicY', which in itself is a
very controversial area of fisheries management. Neither is a present option
because no new >65' (i.e. middle distance) vessel registrations and licences are
being issued, the purchase price of an existing middle distance enterprise is
prohibitive, and processing at sea licenses for <65' vessels have been limited
since 1995. Policy variances will be required to address basic viability and safety
issues in aboriginal fisheries prosecuted in areas of Labrador north of 2J. Of
the options identified above the most tenable for the Innu at the present time, at
least from a cost basis, would appear to be relaxation of the licensing policy
provision on processing at sea by <65' vessels.
11.4.c Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS)
In 1992 the Department of Fisheries and Oceans introduced its Aboriginal
Fisheries Strategy, perhaps the most important initiative 10 date to increase
Aboriginal participation in the fishery sedor. The strategy is a response to
I Fled Separntion Policy - OIlC of the objectives of lhe Commercial Fisheries Liccocing Polil;}' for Eastern
CanadaisIOSCpanltclbchan"CStingandproccssingscctorsoflhcindustry,particularlyinthoscfishcJics
where liccnce holders arc rcstrictod 10 using Icss vessels lcsslhan 19.8m (65') IcngIJt overall
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mounting conflict with Aboriginal peoples over the regulation of the Aboriginal
fishery, the Sparrow and subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada,
the need to improve the economic circumstances of Aboriginal communities, and
an experiment in innovative fisheries management arrangements
(http://www.DFO-MPO.gc.ca.2oo1).
The AF$ is a comprehensive program for cooperative management of
Aboriginal harvesting. It is applicable INhere DFO manages the fishery, and
where land daim settlements have not already put a fisheries management
regime in place. Through negotiation with Aboriginal !J1)Ups DFO seeks to
achieve co-management agreements that result in effective management of
AOOrlginal fisheries and community-based development.
The objective of these negotiations is to set conditions for harvesting and
to establish financial contribution arrangements for a variety of fisheries
management activities undertaken by the Aboriginal group. These activities may
indude stock assessments, harvest monitoring, enforcement, enhancement and
fisheries-related economic activity.
1J.4.c1 The Allocation Tran~fO' Program (ATP)
Perhaps the most important component of the AFS is the Allocation
Transfer Program (ATP). This prOSTam facilitates the voluntary retirement of
commercial licenses and the re-issuance of licenses to eligible Aboriginal groups
in a manner that does not add to the existing fishing effort, thereby providing
Aboriginal groups with much needed employment and income.
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To ensu-e that the eoonomic opportunity generated by the issuance of new
licences and enterprises is for the long-tenn benefit of the Aboriginal community,
enterprises will be issued 10 the Aboriginal Organization and not individuals.
The ATP is the principal pre-land claim mechanism by which Innu can
advance their interests in all aspects of the commercial fisheries. An immediate
prioIity fO( the Innu is to take full advantage of ATP funds to acquire the
maximum fishery infrastructure possible prior to a land rights settlement,
particularly those ~m components dealing with enterprise acquisition,
resource assessments, allocations and management.
1l.4.c2 Pre and Post lAnd Claim Sealemml
Access to the ATP is restricted to Aboriginal organizations whose
members are not beneficiaries of completed land daim agreements and 'tYho are
in compliance with oonservation and management measures outlined in fisheries
agreements. The principal elements of an Innu fishery strategy need to be
consistent with an Innu Nation fisheries article to a land daims agreement, in
order that there is a smooth transition as implementation transfers from a largely
DFO managed regime to one where an Innu Government assumes financial
responsibility and control.
Aboriginal groups typically receive compensation in the fonn of land,
renewable resources, provisions for self-governance, and cash as major benefits
of a land daim agreement. The Innu must be cognizant that previously available
federal programs and services may be inaccessible after the signing of a land
daim agreement. For example, the Inuit of Nunavut over100ked the significance
of the Small Craft Hat>ours Program administered by Fisheries and Oceans
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Canada and are now struggling 10 acquire funding for basic harbour
infrastructure (C, Bonnell, Personal Communication, January 26, 2001)
1I.4.d. Seasonality and Competitive Advantage
A realily of the northern marine environment is that fishing operations for
<65' vessels begin tater and are often delayed by ice conditions. Region wide
competitive fisheries are often well progressed or sometimes closed before
northern operators are in a position to participate. In important groundfish
fisheries such as turbot and cod, Innu inshore harvesting and processing
enterprises will face a distinct disadvantage in securing raw material. This could
prove to be a significant problem for northern aboriginal operators if groundfish
recover, as it appears they may be (DFO Stock Status Report A2-21, 2002).
Communal allocations and individual quotas have alleviated this problem in
shrimp and snow crab but this is not the case for the turbot (Reinhardtius
hippoglossoides) fishery, nor 2GH cod (Gadus morhua) or 2+3K redfish
(Sebastes mentella).
This issue could be rectified with creative resource management
measures such as implementing individual quotas in remaining competitive
fisheries, area specific quotas, or staggered quotas (e.g. 50% before and 50%
after a specified date). However. there are a number of operational and
administrative issues surrounding each of these alternate systems. The
disadvantage can be overcome if the Innu fleet is sufficiently mobile that it is not
so constrained by seasonality effects. Modifications to species management
plans and quota sharing keys would appear sufficient to ensure eqUitable access
J7
without impeding traditional fleet mobility. However, such changes are difficult to
achieve in over-capitalized fisheries.
11.5 Fleet Stnlcture!Development
With the exception of the acquisition of the offshore shrimp trawler the
F.v. Katsheshu~ in January of 2001, the Innu had no existing fleet. It would
seem most pradical to have a neel development plan thai is sensitive to labour
availability, Innu cultlse, safety and the realities of harvesting in a harsh marine
environment, all 'Nhich were outlined in previous sections.
Based on the demographic profile outlined earlier, a reasonable estimate
of the effective labour force in Ulshimassit and Sheshatshiu is closer to 100 and
125 individuals, respectively, comprised of an equal number by gender. It should
again be noted that it is an unskilled lebau' force. If the objective is to have 50%
of the current estimated labolx force (a maximum target) engaged in direct
fishing and fishery related functions, the creation of approximately 100 - 110
fishing related positions should be the target d an Innu planning exercise.
tf over a ten year period 4 large inshore enterprises (25 positions),
purpose built vessels for Smallwood Reservoir (reference sectioo 1I.6.b.) and
lake Melville (10 positions), and one middle distance vessel (12 positions) were
acquired and aewed with trained Innu fishers, a modest harvesting sector would
result. This is an ambitious plan given the present ciroomstances in Innu
communities but not unreasonable as a long-term objective. The remaining 50
individuals would be placed in processing, resource management and
administrative functions.
, The sinking orthi$ ve~l in Mardi 2002 was a COIlSiderable set bacK fO( the Innu but iii
replacement vessel is bft1g sought.
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The Allocation and Transfer Program of the Aboriginal Fishery Strategy is
the primary means through which an inshorelfreshwaler fleet development plan
can be mobilized. Inshore enterprises could also be obtained through regular
channels, such as enterprisellicense fe-issuance (transfers). A middle distance
enterprise could be obtained through existing channels or by special provisions
under a land claims agreement. It is imperative on safety more than economic or
employment grounds thai the identified inshore vessels are in the 55' to 64'11"
category. The acquisition of complete enterprises of this order could generate
meaningful economic benefits to Innu communities in relatively short order.
11.6 Processing SectorfDevelopment
The fleet structure identified in Section 11.6 will take considerable time to
develop. Innu fishers must obtain training and gain necessary skills in operating
large fishing enterprises Consequently, raw material supply for an Innu
processing operation during the next several years is uncertain_ At this stage the
only resource allocation the Innu possess is a temporary quota of northern
shrimp, which is committed to the Innu offshore venture. Inshore and middle
distance vessels acquired by the Innu over the next several years can supply
shrimp, crab and groundfish for onshore processing over the medium to long-
term. However, the Innu will need interim measures with respect to processing in
the short to medium term.
1I.6.a. Coastal Operations rUtshimassit and Sheshatshiul
The immediate construction of fish processing facilities in either
Sheshatshiu or Utshimassit would be folly in the absence of a dearly defined raw
material procurement plan. At this point an Innu owned operation would have to
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compete for the existing raw malerial base with current operators in Labrador
and the Island, where there is already substantial over-eapacity and undisciplined
buying practices. It would be fiscally irresponsible of government or the Innu 10
commit funds to an operation that would add to this problem.
There are several options that can be explored with respect to the
disposition of landings from the first few Innu enterprises. Coastal Labrador
Fisheries' processing operation at $1. Lewis, labrador can serve as an interim
landing point and training facility for lnnu fisheries and plant personnel. An
equally plausible altemative is to land raw product through arrangements with the
Tomgat Fishermen's Cooperative Sociely Limited or other local operator. The
Torngal Coop could reactivate its buying station at Davis Inlel or Innu catches
could be landed directly at Hopedale, Nain or Makkovik. Ideally, catches could
be landed where appropriate if the Innu are in a position to process (i.e. freeze-
at·sea) on·lxlard.
When Innu harvesting capacity progresses to the point where a stand-
alone processing facility is feasible, plant workers and supervisory personnel will
have to be identified and readied. Appropriate education and training must then
occur in concert with the construction of the facility.
1I.6.b. Inland Processing Operations (Smallwood Reservoir)
The Smallwood reservoir presents the most realistic opportunity at the
present time (Durnford, 1990). The fishable whitefish resource in this water
body, estimated conservatively at 295,000 kilograms in 1984, has gone untapped
and alone could support a small processing operation. There are also sizable
lake trout and mullet populations in the reservoir, which could supplement an
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operation. If the operation could be supplemented with what could be substantial
amounts of rock cod, mullet, whitefish and other species from Upper Lake
Melville and vicinity, a modest operation is possible.
Conceptually, a tum key operation based at or near Lobstick Lake, close
10 the Trans Labrador Highway, would indude the construction of a new wharf
with offloading apparatus, a building, ice making facilities, plate and blast
freezers, processing line and cold storage. A rough cost estimate for sudl an
operation is $3 million (B. Sullivan - Personal Communication, January 22.
2002).
11.6.(:. Provincial Licensing Policy
The Provincial Department of Fisheries and Aquaculh.re would have to
fumish the licences for each of the identified processing opportunities. While
there is a freeze on the issuance of primary processing licenses, the Department
of Fisheries and Aquaculture has applied flexibility in the application of its
licensing policy in labrador, in response to the lag of fisheries development in
this region. A prerequisite to the issuance of processing licenses is the
submission and acceptance of financially SOlnd business plans
lhttp://www.QOY.nf.caJfishaanicencingJoverview.htm#orimary. 2001).
11.7 Resource Management and Conservation
Identification of fishing opportunities and addressing immediate and long-
lenn human resource issues must be key themes of an Innu strategy document.
The development of Imu capacity to manage their own subsistence and
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commercial fisheries and to participate in fisheries management processes at the
local, regional, national and intemationallevel is also a principle objective.
The Imu will eventually enjoy considerable control over various fish
resources and governments expect the Innu to lake a lead role in managing
subsistence harvests, marine commercial and recreational fisheries t1Yough
prOvisions of a land rights agreement It is critical that the Innu develop expertise
over an accelerated timeframe in order that they are prepared for the transfer of
these responsibilities.
A thorough understanding of conservation rules and regulations, the roles
of various consultative bodies, and liaison with fishery managers and industry
participants is as important as understanding the behaviour of fish, plant
productivity and the workings of a modem inshore or offshore fishing enterprise.
Many in the fishing industry can attest that the time and effort committed to the
annual fishery consultative process is equally challenging as fishing.
All industry players desire a fishery management system where decision-
making processes are based on dear rules and polides. The truth is that
decision-making is very fluid, based on precedence, past performance, and latest
available information in science and economics, and soci<rpo/itical priorities of
the day. Under this system acquired knowledge and corporate memory become
very important in a business's success.
1I.7.a. Management Capacity Building 'Pre and Post land Claim
Agreement)
Innu representatives are learning aspects of the fisheries management
process through the Northern Shrimp Advisory Committee (NSAC) process and
managing their allocations of northern slvimp. NSAC demands considerable
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attention but is only one of many domestic fishery files in which the lnnu must
become well versed. It is considerably more challenging to lMlderstand the
history, agendas, and comfortably participate in regional and international bodies
such as the Fishefies Resource Conservation Council (FRee), the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries Qrganizatioo (NAFO) and the North Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Organization (NASCO) whose decisions will impact on Innu
commercial and subsistence interests. The commitment 10 these files demands
a dedicated individual with experience in areas related to liaison with govemment
and industry, resource & policy analysis, fisheries planning, and proposal
development and project coordination.
Given their long-term interests in fish, it would be imprudent for the Innu to
proceed further without developing this expertise within Innu ranks. An approach
would be for the I!"OJ Nation Of IDLP to identify an individual, preferably an Innu,
who 'NOUld work with representatives of CLF and Katsheshuk Fisheries Ltd. to
get industry exposure while simultaneously receiving academic training in these
disciplines.
1I.7.b. Co-management Agencies (Pre and Post Land Claim)
As indicated the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) precipitated from the
1990 Supreme Court of Canada ruling on Sparrow. The AFS applies where OFO
manages the fishery and there is no land claim agreement wherein fishery
management regimes would be defined. Under the AFS Fisheries and Oceans
Canada seeks 10 establish a regulatory framework for the management of the
aboriginal fishery, as the aboriginal right to fish for subsistence PlXPOses
supersedes all other uses, except conservation of the resource. Aboriginal
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commercial harvesting rights are evolving, with the Marshall case resulting in
ongoing policy development in this area.
Fishery agreements created under the AFS incorporate various economic
and fishery development needs, with specific provisions for resource
managemenl The temporary (i.e. pre-land deiro) agreements devised under the
AFS are useful tools, as there is considerable scope to negotiate "tesr projects
and fine-tune various approaches 10 fisheries management that incorporate Innu
traditional knowledge and values.
In the past the DFO played the role of overseer and champion of
conservation, with full responsibility for the protection of the resource and control
of those who relied on it. As evidenced by Atlantic coast groundfish and Pacific
coast salmon resource collapses, these tasks were too great to be accomplished
alone. This management approach was paternalistic and engendered a culture
of chicanery in the industry where DFO played Sheriff of Nottingham to
harvester's Band of Merry Men. The ongoing challenge to change this "we-they"
attitude in the industry and some undesirable harvesting practices is an artifact of
the past regime.
Interest groups have called for increasing levels of participation in the
management of the fishery based on their feelings of alienation by the past
process. Partnerships and co-management are now the operative words in the
fishery, as resource managers and user groups recognize that neither alone
possesses the resources or fail-safe system to ensure sustainability. The
promulgation of the Oceans Ad and the Aboriginal Communal Fishing License
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Regulations provide the legislative instruments to allow innovative approaches to
management.
There is now considerable scope 10f the Innu to experiment with
management approaches that balance cultural pursuits and subsistence and
commercial harvests with innovative conservation and protection regimes. With
respect to this specific item the Innu of Labrador would be well served to engage
resource management consulting services to assist them in developing
management and co-management regimes, which can be implemented on a trial
basis under the AFS.
1I.7.c. Role of the I"nu in Conservation
In addition to the economic development opportunities in fishing and fish
processing, there are long-term employment opportunities for the Innu in
resource management, specifically in the field of conservation, protection and
interpretation of fish and other renewable resources.
With their knowledge of the inland and coastal regions of Labrador and a
land ethic nurtured over eons, the lnnu are naturally predisposed for roles in
resource management and conservation.
Proposed parks in the Mealy Mountains and the opening of the Labrador
interior by the construction of the Trans Labrador Highway will demand an
expanded and enhanced regulatory presence. Interpretive services relating to
aboriginal land use and habitat and resource conservation will take on greater
priority. Given the importance of coastal and inland renewable resources and
lnnu Nation concems with respect to the impacts of development on Innu land,
subsistence and culture, they have a clear interest in protecting these resources.
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The Innu are currently involved in the aboriginal guardian program under
the AFS. Three aboriginal officers are assigned 10 Sheshatshiu and two to
Ulshimassit (L. Innes, Personal Communication, October 23, 2001). These
officers currently carry out monitoring and enforcement activities as described in
the Aboriginal Guardian Program of the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (See
Appendix 6)
Increasing third party access to nalural resources, arising from mineral
exploration, hyrdo-electric development, highway construction and the national
parks program warrants increased monitoring and control of coastal and inland
areas. The Innu Nation should explore with government the potential of
converting the Aboriginal Fisheries Guardian Program to a cross jurisdictional
Innu Natural Resource Officer Program, that incorporates contemporary
approadles to resource management with Innu values and traditional ecological
knowledge.
Graduates from such a program could be employed on a permanent basis
to perform multiple roles in interpretation, conservation and protection of fish,
wildlife and plants in Innu land daim areas, within Heritage Canada's·National
Park areas, and other agreed Provincial and Federal Crown Lands
11.7.d. Effective Resource Management: Balancing Innu Resource Needs
and Third Party Interests
The change from a strictly nomadic 10 a more sedentary lifestyle has
meant that Innu subsistence and commercial harvesting is more confined 10
areas around Innu communities. In far removed areas such as Atshuku-nipi
(Seal Lake), Mininipi, and Ashuapun (Border Beacon area), where the Innu of
Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu travel to enjoy virtual exclusivity in harvesting fish
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and wildlife, traditional rules and practices should be encouraged by
governments.
An ongoing source of debate between aboriginal groups, ·settlers~ and
resource managers in Labrador is balancing present-day resource management
imperatives of conservation, public health and safety with existing commercial
fishing activity and the aboriginal right to subsistence harvesting (and recently
commercial harvesting), recognized in the Sparrow, Gladstone, Marshall and
subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada (Rush, 1999, p.9; Allain
at ai, 1993). In overlap areas where extensive Innu and non-Innu harvesting is
harming the resource, government must use a consultative approach to balance
the competing uses (CSC, 2001).
The Upper Lake Melville area is one location where special control
measures are required. The widely divergent views on the best use of fishery
resources in this area and which groups should receive priority is the fodder for
interesting debate (Innu Nation, 2000). Upper Lake Melville is a very important
subsistence harvesting area, used extensively by lnnu, Inuit, Melis and non-
aboriginal resource users. It has always been an important staging area for
waterfowl, the watersheds are the home of numerous furbearers, the rivers and
lakes once produced abundant salmon and trout resources, and the plateaus,
surrounding mountains and valleys are home to small and large game and
furbearers.
The lnnu and Inuit have already taken action to limit and monitor
subsistence harvesting around Sheshatshiu and Happy Valley - Goose Bay (Innu
Nation, 2000). An lnnu developed fishery management plan that addresses
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maximum removals was in place for the 2001 season, and Imu guardians are
actively involved in the monitoring and control of the subsistence fishery (L
Innes, Personal Communication).
However, more is possible in Upper Lake Melville. The Innu Nation is
interested in approaching both the LIA and governments 10 explore the
establishment of appropriate management boards in co-management areas
identified in figure 9 below, whose purpose will be to balance priority subsistence
harvesting rights with other development plans for the Lake Melville watershed
(G. Nuna, L. Innes, personal communication, January 7, 2002).
Figure 9. Proposed Innu Land Designations in Upper lake Melville Area
Several resource agencies (DFO, OFA, & NRC) have expressed an
interest in providing technical and financial support for sudl an initiative. The
long-term employment potential from sud1 a project could be oonsiderable,
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including opportunities in science and monitoring, conservation and protection,
and eventually commercial fishery and outfitting operations
As a first step a resource assessment and monitoring program is needed
in the area. Such a program would include the identification of least one key
river (watershed), as well as exploratory fishing and research projects in Lake
Melville. The Kenamu and Naskaupi watersheds continue 10 have cultural and
subsistence importance for the Innu. There appears to be substantially more
historical electro-fishing, gillns! and limnological dala available for the lalter
(Anderson, 1985, p. 187), while the former is very important in terms of current
subsistence activity. The Kenamu is widely used and much closer to the
communities in the area, visible from Sheshatshiu and thus more attractive for
promotional and monitoring purposes.
The Innu will continue to enjoy constitutionally protected priority rights to
harvest for subsistence purposes within the land Claim Settlement Area as a
whole. These rights will take priority over any rights enjoyed by other users,
except as guaranteed in other treaties. The Upper lake Mellville area appears to
be an overlap area where, in the absence of a mutually acceptable development
plan, this right will be of little value.
111.0 Comparisons and Epilogue
111.1 Other Aboriginal Fishery Development Experiences
1II.1.a. United States (Alaska) Community Development Quotas
The Community Development Quota (COQ) program was implemented in
December 1992 by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council. The CDQ
program allocates a portion of the annual fish harvest of certain commercial
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species directly to coalitions of villages, which because of geographic isolation
and dependence on subsistence lifestyles have had limited economic
opportunities. The program is an innovative attempt to accomplish community
development in rural coastal (largely aboriginal) communities in western Alaska,
and in many ways it appears 10 be succeeding. The coa program has fostered
greater involvement of the residents of western Alaska in the fishing industry and
has brought both economic and social benefits. The program is not without its
problems, but most can be attributed to the inexperience of participants. Overall
the program appears on track to accomplishing the goals sel out in the
authorizing legislation: to provide the participating communities with the means to
develop ongoing commercial fishing activities, create employment opportunities,
attract capital, develop infrastructure, and generally promote positive social and
economic conditions
1lI.1.b. New Zealand & The Maori
Following the comprehensive settlement of Maori fisheries claims against
the Crown in 1992, and the passing of the Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims)
Settlement Act, dated 23 September 1992, Maori have become the biggest
player in New Zealand's commercial fishing industry, controlling well over half of
all commercial fishing quota. The Crown agreed to fund Maori into a 50/50 joint
venture with Brierley Investments limited to bid for Sealord Products ltd, New
Zealand's biggest fishing company, holding 27 per cent by volume of the New
Zealand quota resource. In return, Maori agreed that all their current and future
claims in respect of commercial fishing rights were fully satisfied, and discharged
The $350 million purchase of a half share of Sealord gave Maori control of
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roughly a third of the New Zealand fishing qoota. And. in addition to acquiring a
half-share in Sealord, the Deed of Settlement promised Maori 20 percent of
quota for all species not yet in the quota management system.
Maori signatories also agreed that Maori customary fishing rights daimed
on the basis of both customary law and the Treaty of Waitangi were extinguished
and, pending litigation, would be discontinued. New regulations provide for
customary food gathering by Maori through the establishment of a framework for
the issuing of customary food gathering permits. The regulations will also
recognise the special relationship between Maori and those places of customary
food gathering importance by providing for the establishment of metaitsi
reserves, areas to be managed by local Maori through the making of bylaws
goveming the taking of fish within those areas.
The Fisheries Act 1996 recognizes Maori as one of the key stakeholder
groups in New Zealand's fisheries, providing for the input and participation of
Maori in fisheries management decisiorHTlaking processes.
Although the Maori settlement was not universally accepted as the best
possible outcome, it shows that the land claim mechanism allows agreements 10
be reached and certainty of interests achieved.
111.2 Prognostications and Epilogue
At the time of writing the Government of Canada had just announced a
$26 million response program to deal with substance abuse in Uishimassit and
$heshatshiu (MacDonald, 2002). II is the author's personal observation that the
present circumstances in lnnu communities have spiraled out of control over at
5\
least the past two decades despite a succession of wetl-intended government
programs and repealed infusions of money. Indeed, stopping the flow of ever-
available money may be a significant contributor to reversing current and past
problems. To paraphrase earlier statements of Chief Paul RK:h of $heshatshiu
(Clancy, 2000) the lnnu must solve the dlronic slbstance abuse and child
neglect problems by enlightenment at the individual and family level in the first
instance and, where circumstances are most serious, by the intervention and
support of the community and slale. tnnu efforts to focus community enefgy into
recreational activities and engage in traditional pursuits thai restore self-worth
are important first steps. Capacity building through resource stewardship and
development is also aiticallo a revitalization process that will take generations.
The implementation and success of an Innu fishery strategy may
Ultimately be constrained by a lack of momentum. Innu political and corporate
leaders are already over-burdened with issues and the reality is there is no one
in the Innu oommunity available to carry the fishery file forward. \'\'hila the
resource and policy envronment is favOlI"able for increasing aboriginal capacity
in the Atlantic Canadian fishery, the Innu and other aboriginal peoples in a similar
position will require considerable extemal support to advance their fishery
interests. In the case of the Innu this support must come primarily through the
mentoring of their corporate partners.
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XI,lM.O
ll,0'60.0
1.900.0
15.230.0
20.160.0
25,ll63.0
ZI,IU.O
19,155.0
1,675.0
30.915,0
19,0110,0
11)1lS.0
57.420,0
11,j90,0
38.130,0
30,063.0
11,)75.0
11,690.0
21"35.0
16""'.0
•.mo
u.lno
15.605.0
ID.O 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 0.0 0.0
55_0 0.0 0.0
.5.0 0,0 0.0
},}15.0 0.0 0.0
515.0 0.0 0.0
2.as3.o 0.0 0.0
20.0 0.0 0.0
1'-0 0.0 0-0
0.0 0.0 0.0
25.0 0.0 0.0
20.0 0.0 0.0
10,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
'13.0 0.0 0.0
30.0 00 0,0
65,0 0,0 0,0
lIS,O 0.0 0,0
11'.0 0.0 0.0
75.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.0
115.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
120.0 0.0 0.0
IOS.o 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
95.0 0.0 0.0
IS.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
930.0 0.0 0.0
6j.o 0.0 0.0
165.0 0.0 0.0
15.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
10_0 0.0 0.0
15.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
1~.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
00 0,0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0,0
00 0,0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0.0
120,0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
10'.0 0.0 0.0
SO.O 0.0 0.0
30.0 0.0 0.0
20.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 00 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0-0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
/996 Census Profill!$
Stlecld ComMunities, New[o"."dla"d and C""ad"
12 Divi,iooNo.Divi.<ionNo
IO.Subd.C IO,Subd,E
Newfoundland (1010020) (1010041)
Canad.(OO) (10) SUN SUN 00101
Sluv<;ni.".Mulliplcr<>l"'n>e>
Mal",... Totol""p<JII>U
Mall<'Se·Singltresponses
M.lt<><.Multiplt .....I""''''
Laohan.TOlaltt'pon.<es
Uloli... -Singlttt'ponll<>
Laolion-Mullipltrt'l""'itS
ElIIiopian·Tolaltt'lK'l\SCi
Elhiopillll·Singlett.I""''''"
Elhiopi Mullipl.tt'l""'$Cll
Ghanai -Totalr<>pot",,,
Ghanoion· SinKk responses
Ohanaion·M"llipl.tt.I"'.....
Li'h".ni.,,_T....I"""""""
Lilh"lni.,,·Singlcrt'pon<c.<
Lilh".ni.".Mulliplt ..,pontcS
Afghan-Total,••pon,..
Afglw>.Singl.....ponse.
Afgho"-Mullipl.re>ponsc.
te"l."dic_T"talr<>",,"""
1c<:landic·SinsJeresponses
lc<:l...die_Mukiplctt'lJO"""
i'..>toni.". Tollli TC'''''''SC'
&toni ·Singler<>poo .
Estoni Mul~ple_n ...
Turt_TotoITC"""''''
Tu,\(-Singlerespon...
Turk· Muhipt....ponsco
!..atv;an·Totalre.opo"""
Latv;an·Slngk~
Latvian·Mullipl<tt""",...
Barbadian-T",.ltt"""'ses
Barbadi..,·Singlcrt'ponoc.
B...badian.Multipletuponoe.
Syrian· TOl.l1 TCOJlOf'ISC'I
Syri.n·SintlJe ..·"".....
Syri.n·M"I,iple ..spo.....
ezc.hool"".kian-Tol.llrupon...
C=hooIoVllki.n-Singl.~
C«choolov.ki.... Multipl.....pon...
Me..'.ln-Tol.lllUJ'O"'"
M.,icln·Singl.r<>poooe,
M.,i••n.Mulliplc~pon',,:o
Peruvian-T0101tt'pons<s
r.'uvan,Slnglett.ponoc.
Peruv i.n·Mulliplett'pon$t$
Moroccan.Totolrupoooe.
Mo""'..... Singl.response'
Moroooan.Mulliple ....pon...
lroqi.TOlII,espoo<es
lraqi-S;'gl.respo.....
hqi_Muh;pl.respo....
ll<>:sl\i ... ·Tol.lltt.poo..'
llooni.n·Slnglett.poo..'
Bosni.o.Muh,plerespon..'
raleslinian-T"Ulresponscs
P.leslini""·Singl....""nlU
Paleslinian.Multipler<>"".....
Sc."d;n••i.n.n.;.c.. Tol.I""l"'n...
S..ndin••i.n.n.i.•.• S'ngl.respon..'
SC.ndin.vi.n.n.i.•.. Mul';pl...."""•••
C.ribbe.n,n-i .•. ·ToUIrnp<>n$C!
10,lm.0
29,820.0
14,1.50,0
IM70,0
17.115.0
13.695.0
3.615.0
14,955.0
13,005.0
1,945.0
14.935.0
12.820.0
2,110.0
35,840,0
12,6m,0
1J,170.0
13,245.0
11,640.0
1.600.0
70,685.0
11,475,0
59.205.0
21.695.0
11,245.0
11,450.0
18,130.0
10,710,0
7.410,0
14,120.0
10,560.0
1l.565.0
21,415.0
10,235,0
11.175.0
19,390.0
9.300.0
10.095.0
39,ISO.0
9.165,0
30.020,0
23.3000
8,895.0
14.400.0
14.160.0
8,780.0
5.3W.0
14.625.0
8.130,0
5.895,0
10,795.0
7,805.0
2.990,0
8.9W.0
7,195.0
1.685.0
11.445.0
7.200.0
4,245.0
3\,170,0
1,100.0
24,(}10.0
15,315.0
0,0 0.0 0.0
25.0 0,0 0,0
0.0 0,0 0.0
25.0 G,O 0.0
0,0 0,0 G.G
0.0 0.0 0.0
G.O 0.0 0,0
0.0 00 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
0,0 O.G 0.0
100 0.0 00
0.0 0.0 00
G.O 0,0 0.0
45.0 G,O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
SO,O 0.0 G,O
0,0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 G,O
0.0 OG 0.0
40.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
3G.0 G.ll 0,0
30.0 0.0 0,0
10-(1 0.0 00
20.0 00 00
45.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
400 0.0 0.0
60,0 0.0 0,0
20.0 0.0 O.ll
40.0 0.0 0.0
SO.O 0.0 0.0
00 0.0 0.0
SO,O 0.0 0,0
125.0 0.0 0.0
2S.11 0,0 ll.ll
105.0 0,0 0.0
40.0 O,ll 0.0
20,0 0.0 0.0
250 0.0 0,0
300 00 00
0.0 0,0 0.0
25.0 0,0 G.G
40.0 0,0 0.0
25.0 1l,0 0.0
10.0 0,0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.0
10,0 0.0 0,0
10.0 0.0 1l,0
0.0 0.0 0.0
O.G 0,0 0.0
15.0 0,0 0.0
10.0 0.1) 0.0
lS.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,0
00 0.0 0,0
00 0.0 G.O
2J5,1l 0,0 0,(1
6S.11 0,0 0.0
115.0 00 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
1996CnrfusProfl1es
Sd«fa Co",,,,u,,iJhs, Nrw!oundlond 0,,,1 Cuollo
13 Di"';'ionNO.OivlIiOflNo.
10,SuM.e IO,SuM.1!
Ne....found:.m(IOIOO:KI) (IOIOOoll)
ea-Ja(OO) (10) SUN Sl}NOOIOI
~, ...I.c.-SJll5I<~
~,n.>.c.-WullipJtleSl"'ftlU
Euro,n.,llJ.e.-TotoIfCSll'IIIIIOS
~n.LL-sm,s...,..,......
~n.ic.-M..rtiplefClPOl'l'ClDIoIpriM-T__
~-SmPraponsr:s
fluIp'.-.Wolliplc...,...,.
~_TotoI_
w........ ·Si...... responacs
GIwrmII-.·Mulbplo_
~.TotoI_
~-s.1apOftIOS
BMpdoohi."Mliplc_T., TotoI~
Taiwanae-Siftlle_
Ta'WJJICOe-Mulliplcn:spomes
Colomb'III-TOlaITaJlMICI
Colombi,n_Sin&lcraponlCl
Coloml>i'n_Mult;p1<: ..""",KS
Eritrun· Total rc,pon...
Eriltcan·Sinlllcl'Cl:ponJC$
Eriln:ln· Mulliplc ""J>'II'I'<'$
Fijian-Totalr<oponlCO
Fijian_S.",""",,'"
Fijlln-"'ullip:C_
6c..acloriaol.TotaI_
&lIIdorion-S._
f.cuadorilll.Wlllt>plc1apOftlOS
Alprian.Tuul_
A......... Sin&Jc...,......
AI&criM·Mullipkn:sponsca
NiI"'i-.TocaImponoes
NJ...,.,-s;.,p.....-.
NipriaQ-M..ttq>k:....,.,....,.
lliopDc:_TocaI_
1l~.SioI&lcresponacs
II..,..... Mulliplcmponoes
TocaI·Tota:popalabonbywiliblc-nypopullliaa
Tocal .....1>k......,.;lypopuiatiaB
'boO
SOOOlh ....
<>-
,-
"-SoulhrulAtian
filipirlo
A..blWutAsi""
!.a,inArn<ri<lln
Visibl.min<lrity,nj.c.
Muhiplcv;.iblcrrOnority
AII01lIm
1;:ta~'":::.~~yun'nd"""rbYlobollrfo<"'lCllv"Y(20%~ICdo\l)
.....,..
"""""Nal '1llclobcMfom:
Ponic:ipatlooI .....
~,....-.,epulationmio
~­TOCIIPQIIU1oll<JnIS--2a,..,...bylabourftn>oatlivlly{lO%~dolo)
III Ihc w.:-b<:c
6,7:K1.o
...,..
]).9'0.0
.....,
7.HO.0
12.390.0
""'.6.010.0
'.-'60.0
6,110.0
U50.o
6,955.0
6,l)(S.D
910.0
7,16$.0
5,955,0
1.110,0
1.525.0
',565,0
U60.0
6,225.0
5,SOS.0
721).0
9,aUO
5.no,0
4,220.0
6,910.0
4,1&5.0
2,06S.0
6,13'-0
."".2,110.0
..",.
.m.
1.950.0
5.115.0
3,90;5.0
1.310.0
21.521,120.0
3,197..10.0
31),160.0
61O.5no
860,UO.O
60'.135.0
68.130,0
172,760.0
2l4,195.0
244,660,0
116,910.0
69,745,0
61,510,0
25.}30,640,0
22,628,9H.0
14,812,100.0
Il,lI8.7a(l0
' ..9).960.0
7.116,22'-0
,,~
~.
'"),J&9,ou.O
2.361,660.0
~
10.0
'"ro,
,,.
IlS.o
IOS.O
""~
~
~
"
"
"ro.,
5S.0
IS.O
20.0,.
15.0
"
"
"..,
,.,
,.,
".10.0
~
,.,
".,
".10.0
,.,
".~
~
5&7,155.0
).11M
S95.0
""1.3)5.0
"
'"155.0
280.0
230.0
9S.0
"'.,
45.0
5&J.l4M
an.lao.O
246,Q65.0
1100,3)0.0
61,735.0
191,28M
"'.,
42.1
25.1
U,2ao.o
00,115.0
~
~
"
"
"~
~
"~
~
~
"~
"
"
"
",.,
..
,..
"
"
"
",.
~
~
~
~
,.,
,.,
"~
",.,
~
~
~
,...,.
10.0
"
"
"
",.,
~
,..
"
".,
~
1,000,0
S55.0
240.0
1ls.D
10'.0
)IS.O
4).1
"'J
41.1
170.0
""
,.,
,.,
,.,
,.,
,.,
,.,
~
~
"~
,.,
"
"
"..,
"
"
"
"..,
...
"
"
"..,
,.,
~
"~
",.,
,.,
"~
..,
~
~
"w.,
,.,
,.,
~
~
~
..,
,..
"
"
"
",..
3&5.0
220.0
15(1.0
,"'.
".ro,
.u
"..
".
ro.'
UO
1996Cnosllsl'ro[dt!fl
SrIUferl C"mm""ilia, flIewj".."illlmil Imil C.""d.
14
Employed
Un<TTflloyed
Not in the labou, for«
l'.rticipat;on~1C
En"lllJ'mcnl-popul.tionnuio
Unernploymcn'ralC
T"la.lpopul.ooonHy••rsandovcrbyloboo,forc'lC1;vity(20% sa"l',.d.laj
In the I.baut for«
fnlIloycd
Une""lo)'<'d
NO/inthel.bou,fot<:<
Pmicipabooral.
EmpIIlJ'm<nt-populabooral;o
Un<rrql1oymcnlrat.
Molcsl~y •.,..aoo<>v.. byl.bou,for«activity(2O%"""I.dala)
lnthelobou'for«
Employcd
U"'''1'Ioy.d
Nnlinthel.obourforc.
Pvtici;.ationnlC
Iimpl0ymcnl-J>Ollul.tioorario
Uncmp!oymrn'ra'e
M.'csli_l4yea"byl.bou,for«acuvily(20% ..mplcd.taj
lnthel.bou,forc.
Employed
Unc"1'loycd
NOlmlh.labourfolt.
l'orticipauonralC
"""Ioym<nl-populoti""rari<>
Uncrrploymon,nte
M.,.,Hyeara""du>crbylabourfon:eacliv;ly(20%sampl.data)
In lhelabou'fOftt
.......,M
UncfT1lloycd
NOI;nlt>cl.bou,f""""
P.rtie;""tionrat.
ErnploymcnI1"'Jlll'ali"" ratio
Un.",.,bym<n, .....
f.mal.. I~l"'ar1""dovetbylabou,fUTt...,;v;'y(2(l%$lrnpl.d'la)
In the lobou,fon:e
Employ«l
~Ioycd
NOliot!lclabou,folt.
Pl"icipolionnlC
Ernployrnonl_I"'!""ali""ralio
Un<;mploymcn,rate
F.mal... I~·24YCl"'byl.obou'forc....tl>i'Y(20% ..mpl.d.ta)
In thclabou,folte
E"""oyed
Unemployed
NOI;nlllelabou,for«
P.rtkipotl.oorste
Ernploymcnl.populali""nlio
lJncTnploymcn,ral<:
F.male.2~yc.rslllfdovcrbyl'bo",forc.",'ivlty(20% ..""I.data)
lnlhelob<>u'foree
Employed
Une""loycd
NOliul",=llbou,f""e
1"",ciplliOO'lrate
Employmcn'.poJlul.'ioora'io
Une""lnymcntra«
[)ivIJionNo.Divlsi""No
IO,Subd.C IO,Subd.E
Ne....foundland (1010020) (1010042,
C.,..da(OOj (10) ,"N SUNOO101
1,941,605.0 25,.32$.0 200 W.
418,060.0 14,790.0 w.• 0.0
1,487,.l6~.0 48,12~.0 1100 "'..
61.4 45.5 J~,J 50.0
~O,j 28.7 11.8 42.9
17,7 36.9 M' 00
18,779,900.0 349,10Hl 385,0 150.0
12.4~I,04<I,O 20~,9~O,O 17$.0 120.0
11,375.1400 159.000.0 110.0 105.0
1,075.9000 46.950,0 65,0 10.0
6,328,1160.0 143,15~0 210,0 30.0
M' 59.0 45.5 "'..
""
4$.5 28.6 70,0
"'
22.8 37.1 ..,
II,022,4S~,O 214,655.0 2850 11~,0
8.007.9~5.0 13~,320,0 130.0 80.0
7,191,125.0 98,895,0 70.0 75.0
S16,830.0 36,42~.0 "'. 100JP14,SOO.0 79.335.0 I~S.O 35,0
72.7 6J.0 45,6 69,6
6~.2 46.1 24.6 6S.2
10.2 26.9 46.2 12.~
1.9~~,240.0 44,835.0 00.0 35.0
1,228,61~,0 21,125.0 "'0 150
1.003.020,0 12,740,0 lS,O 15.0
22~,61~.0 8,l8~.0 2~.0 ...
726,605.0 23,710.0 55.0 w.•
~. 47.1 42,9
51.3 28.4 16.7 4H
18.4 39,7 62~ '.0
9,067,215,0 169,815.0 190.0 "'.6,779.320.0 114,195,0 00.' 65.0
6,188.105.0 1l6,I~S.O 55.0 "'0
591,220,0 28l140,O 3~O 100
2,287,89~.O ~M20,0 105,0 10.0
74.8 67.2 47.4 81.2
"., 00.' 28.9 750
"
24.6 38.9 1M
11,606.470.0 222,690.0 270,0 110.0
6,8{)4,745.0 110,740.0 105,0 70.0
6,121,615.0 85.430.0 65.0 65.0
677,130.0 15,310.0 45.0 10.0
4,801.72s.o 111.950.0 160.0 n,o
58,6 49.7 38.9 6M
528 l8,4 U.' 59.1
100 22,9 42.9 14.3
1)193,790.0 4MooO 150 35.0
un.o30.0 18,990.0 25.0 15.0
940,580.0 12.58~,O 10.0 20,0
1'n,44S.0 6.400.0 15.0 00
760.760.0 24,410.0 ~5.0 20,0
59,8 43.8 H3 n,9
497 29,0 1l.1 57.1
17.0 lJ.7 "'0 0.'
9,712,6&00 179,290.0 195.0 w.o
5,671.7:W.0 9I,75~.0 00.' 50,0
5,l87,(lJS.0 72.845.0 "'.. 50,0
484,68S,0 18.910,0 30.0 ..
4.04<1,%5.0 87.535.0 110.0 20,0
584 51.2 46.2 71.4
H4
""
30,8 71.4
.., 206 ]J,J ..
I'" Cdm., ProfJa
Sel~C......."itJa, l\'_f'H«.~Iil,,~...~ c.""~,,
15 DiYisioaSo.l:liYiliGINo.
10.SIIbd.C lo,SooIld..E
Newl'oollldt.d(10100l0) (101~2)
e...ta(OO) (IO) S~ SUNOOIOI
...."'lIGIIl',......, ........ pn...... hou>cboldilb)'JII"$CIIOC0f<bikka._lIbaurZ2,506,"lO.0
iJlth<laloaurf'o;Kc 1~.7.9J2'.0
~ l).26j,OOO.O
~ycd 1,4l,JUO
NoIinltl<l.boutfiorce 7.757.1050
pani<ipalionlll< 6S.'
IimpIO~""""-pop<lI.li""lI,io SA.9
lJnerrf>loymrnllll< 10.1
P",...llIlion"Y<>IIItIdOvel"inpriv... lloIoKboldI~lhDOdlikbf:llot"""'" 13.-427,75S.0
k1tloc ......~ 1,61UJO,0
£a1IlO';<4 6.71ll.m.0
~ 197.90$.0
Nol .... labowbce '.7"'930.0
hni<;,oa-.... ,1.2
~~nlio SO.5
~raao 11.7
Popu"lDII'ynr>and<>nr"'PI1'1l1.. ~~dl<bildralathorno 9,tn1,67S.0
l.tholabouffOm: 1mo..95.o
En1>~d 6••14,01S.o
l/r><'n1Iloy.~ 586••20.0
NOI;nlMl.bourlOO:< 2.008.115.0
p.nkipa';O<II1l< 77.')
~IO)"T«lI-popuI._nlio 71.
1Jno:~1nl< A.3
Populll"""1'ynr>ItId ......... privl.. hoIoo<hokIJwilII<hlldrft""""""6yanonlJ l.n3,600.o
bl1h< .... fon>o 1"26,190.0
~ 1,212,DSO.0
140."3'-0Nol rom: )07,105.0
_~... 10.4
EJq>Ioyrroala"fOPUlllDlfllio 72.3
Un....'loY.....'l1nl< 10.1
PopulllionlSyarsandovampri'llll<1ooIoxIloklswilhehildrtnondoT6yarunddll I,lAl,"3'.0
Illthclabourfon:e 1,1)02,)60,0
En1>loyt(l \109>1S,O
lJII<"",loy«l 9U1S,0
Nooillth<l.boourf""", Z19.01S.0
Ps:tic'patiOll.... 71.2
~1'OI"'1alionnJiD 71.0
~J'I'I<IIlnl< 9,3
~IS,....__.pnn.. '""'-boIds...-itlodli_6,....__0IIl) 6.023,610.0
"'lIoclobo..-~ .,6oI1.~0
~ ",29:l,l3Q.O
3iI9.IMJINOI............... 1,)11,990.0
hnicipa"""... n.l
&r1>IOymml1lOP"lalionralio 71,3
U~nl< 7.'
M.I.. ISl"'.".ndmerinpri'lllletoou..""ldsbypr..."",o«hildt<-nlndl.bouT(on:, 10,954.475.0
Inlhol.bourfon:e 7.966.1"',0
Iin'4>loycd 7.156.700.0
Unomployod J09.'90.0
NOIinltl<bobour1On:e Z,9II,l3O.0
PaTbr:ipalionr.a,. 12.1
Emp~.opopol""""r.auo M,3
~.... 10.2
MaJesIJ:.-w __ mpnv:a.. lloadIoIdo __ dli....... """"" 6.191.61S.o
1II .... _1oro< ',l9I,510.0
El:'poycd 3,7ol6,O.25.0
~<d H2.iI9O.0
Not .. lklobourr-c 2.'9J,IM.0
htticipanOllIll< 63.3
.J6,OIS.o
z,.',5JO.o
IU,IU.O
61,601'.0
190)"-0
'"4Z.2
25.1
2li1.llS0
107.165.0
n,600.o
".....
121.170.0
•'.7
ll.1
m
201,150.0
lJA,365.o
106,280.0
32.080,0
63.3UO
....
SZ.7
23.2
21.900.0
21,563.0
1'-lSO.0
UIS.O
7,)3'-0
7'.6
,,~
"..
23.910,0
11.110.0
12.665,0
~.so"o
6.15'-0
11.1
,U
,,-'
I...,UO
99,630.0
n,l6S.o
22.260.0
'9,291-0
...
51.9
22.3
214,(160.0
134.99'.0
98,62M
36,36S.0
19.010.0
."..,
"..
120.1100
60,100.0
'1.69S.0
19.100.0
59,)80.0
"..
m.
"'.0
lHA
105.0
32M
42.]
,,~
.. ,
250.0
15.0
"'..,
170.0
".Ui.O
'"""..
,...
....
....
150.0
J2.5
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83Administr.,;ve.ndrelul'roryoctupa,ioo,
fl4CiericalwperviOOl1
HSCkric.loccup.tions
CNatu,alaoOlpplied",i<n<eJand,dltcdoc.up.tion.
C(l Pmf...ionaloccuparion. innatu...lan~ "P!'li.dKirn«.
CI T..hoic.loccupalions~latedlOnJtuT1llandapph~Kie""••
Dlleal"'uecup..iuns
DO Profe..i"""l<><cup.tion,inh••llh
Dl N"r"JuJ'<I"i""Jlnd",gi'terednur5<:'
02 Tt<hni••landrel."'doccu",,'ion,inllealth
Dl iI."i.tinlioccup.lionsinJupporIolhc.lth5<rYlcco
E Qccnpation, in lOCial ",i<""e, «Jueatiun, 1'O""",,",,nr 1eT'Iic<: In<l reliliun
EO ludg••. I.W)'cn.p.ychoIOii515, ....i.lwodero,mini.""'nf..ligion....dpoli.y
3~3,71j,0
138.730,0
219.7IS.0
JS,170.0
179,92S0
72,790.0
107.13S.0
l,6Q9,SlO.O
41.145,0
2611.SUO
215.1aS.0
J8.80S.0
121,190.0
64.47S,0
20S,840.0
48,61S.0
21,)20.0
S83,400.0
1,8%,1S5.0
IH,.lolj,O
JOO,200,O
14S.210.0
91,07S.0
130,81S-O
92.42S,O
98,740.0
424.83~.0
279,4IS.0
534,015.0
104.810,0
127.8JS.0
lor,lIS.O
770,010.0
80.64j,0
361,28S,0
157,880.0
IbII.20S.0
6,804,74S-O
HS,690.0
6,S49,060.11
408,8811,1l
29,51S.0
82,475.0
170,260,0
126,60S0
1,951,6W.0
108,78S,1l
113.0S~.0
J9S,9SS.0
139,270.0
Sl,SlO.O
1,123,ll9S.0
127.085,1l
16,400,0
SO,68S.0
S66,62S.0
67,78S.0
233,765.0
123.480,0
141,S90.0
581,670,0
lJ9,97S.0
s,on.o
2.3600
j,lSO.0
S70.0
1,980,0
70S,0
1,27S.0
23,065.0
705,0
2,325,0
3,08~,O
SIS.O
1,s1O.0
670,0
4.040,0
%00
625,0
ll.6JQ.O
18.06S,0
1,930,0
6.88S.0
3,01~.1l
1.490,0
S,4JQ,0
9811,O
2.97S.0
7,800.0
7,s70.0
14,70S.0
1,34S,O
1l,SO~.0
1,8SS.0
9,710.0
81S0
5,19(1,0
780-0
2,9100
Illl,74O.0
8.410,0
JOl,J2S.0
S,48S.0
480.11
SlO.O
1,115,0
l,J10,0
24.nS,0
"'"'0
1,7](1.0
6,225.11
1,5JQO
7JS,0
0.820.0
1,100,0
58S.0
520.0
9,905.0
910,0
4.92S,0
2,690.0
I.J7S.0
lO,34S.0
2.245.11
1',0
IRO
0.0
0.0
10,0
0.0
0.0
IS.ll
00
00
0.0
0.0
00
00
0.0
00
100
10,0
IS,O
00
10.1l
00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100
10.0
10.0
00
10,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
110.0
JS.O
no
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
00
10,0
00
00
0.0
0.0
00
10,0
0.0
00
00
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
10,0
20-0
10.0
Ij,O
'0
10.0
'0
00
00
'0
ISO
0.0
0.0
00
00
0.0
00
10.0
0.0
10.0
0'
20.0
0.0
0.0
00
00
10.0
10.0
0'
10,0
00
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
'0
00
70,0
00
70,0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
00
00
0.0
0.0
10,0
00
0'
00
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
00
100
00
0.0
10,0
10,0
1996COts"sProjiles
Sdecta C"....."'"l1lts. Nt"'I"~lIdlu..tl4I1d C4lt4t1"
20 Division No. Division No
10,Subd.C 10.Subd.1i
N~foondl.nd (1010020) (1010042)
C..,.d.(OO) (10) SUN SUN 00101
EITea<I><...ndprofoNO,"
E2~I.gal•••odlloervieesworkers.ndoccup.tion.ine<lll<.tionandreli~nn,.
FOe<upali"""inart,<tlltuf"re='li"".nd.pon
FOProf....ion.lnccul"li"""inaIt.oocultun:
F1TO:l'o1ic.locc"I"oo...inall.culture.recreahon.nd.port
GS.laandserviceo«uP'li"".
GO Salesorodservic:••upe!'V;-'
GI WOOI...k, teel'o1;""I, iIUU~"", re.1 .".le ..Ies .peei.Ii.....nd ,ewl. whok&ol
G2Ret>i1 ..I.spenon••I'ld ..lescl..k5
03 CUhi....
04 Cbef••rodcook5
G5OccupatiOllsinfood.ndbcvm'geservice
G6Occ"I"tion.inprnt«tive5<l'Vices
(17 Occupotion.intravel""doe<:omrmdalionincludingutt1ld"'lSinreCl'e:ltion"",
G8Childcareandhomc:.npporlworkrn
G9 S.lesondoervie'o«upationsn,e,c
HTrod<s.b'aJUpon""d«ju;pmentopentor,andrel.<edo«np.tion.
HOContro.lOf'I.nd"'pcrvi-.intraJesandtro"'!"'rtOlion
IIlCooslnlCtinnln<les
lU Stalioooryc:nrinoen,power".lionopcn.loroondelcclric.11r>de.oandt.lecomn
HJ M••hinl'l>, m<\lIl forming, shoping.rod''''''ling """np.ti"""
H4 M«:han;c..
11501he,lndesn.•.•
116 fk.'"l' «juiprncnl.nd ...n. op<J'lI!Qf1 including drill....
111 T......portlliooO<l'lipmentoptl1.lOl'Sondrel.ledworkers.oxdudingl.bonrer.
118 T,adesllelpm.canSlnl<lioo,lndrransportalionlabon"""ondrel'led<>c<upaliol
1Oe.upa'i"",uniq"" "'primaryindnul)'
10 Oc<:up.otion,nniq""lO.grJculturee,c1<ldingl.boureD
II Occup.bon'LJniqutlofon:.otrynpero\iolU,min;ng,oilandg...xuoction,.ndti.
121'limaryprodllClionlibourers
JOeeu;>olion.uniq""",,,,,,,,..,ing,ma"ufacturin8andulililies
JOSupe!'Vlsorsinmanufoc'urini
11 M""hin.opel1lo.. inma"uf&<llrring
n"",.m11I.-..inmanufacturinl
HLabolU'Ol'S,nPl'O"OS'ing.manufoc'u,ingondu,ililie.
To..1Jobo", fora l~y.... ando••,byd... ofworl:er(1O% .."..,le",,10)
Cl..,ofworl:er·No'applicobl.
All c1..... ofl<'rne,
Plid"""k...
Eml'luyCC$
Stlf..mploye<l(ineorporaltd)
Wilhoul paid I><lp
Wilh paid oclp
self~loye<l(unir><:orporalod)
Wi,houl paid hell'
Wil1l paid Ilelp
Unpaid f.mily work....
M.I.labou,fon:o 15y ando.erhycl... ofWOfk.. \20% ...mp)c~at.)
CI... ofwQfk.. ,Not'l'I'lk.bl.
All cl..... ofworl<.,
!':old_,ke,.
Emplo}'«.
Self-employed (in<orpocated)
Witho\Jt;>oidllelp
Wilhp.idh<lp
Self..mploy.d(u",ne"'J'Orat«J)
Withou'l"Iidllelp
Withp.idllelp
U"p.idf.milywo'k....
Femal. I.oou, fon:c 15y "'do••'bycl... ofwotl<"(2O% ••mpl.d... j
CI..,ofworl<er.No'.pplic>ble
AIlc1..... ofwort.'
355.095.0
86,600,0
206.190,0
93,370.0
113,015.0
2,114,920,0
44,0)5,0
124,155.0
339,025.0
23~,585,0
100,110,0
222,060.0
]9,9ll~.0
65.725.0
335.310,0
608,275.0
122,100.0
6,735.0
i.1l5.0
s.o40.0
3.180.0
4,130.0
28,940.0
1.31~.0
40,410.0
23,605.0
146,610,0
120.055,0
1.640.0
18.970.0
323,035.0
1l,890.0
15(;,690,0
6O.6SO.0
91,195.0
14,812,700,0
495.160,0
14.317,545,0
13,036,190.0
12,443,455.0
592.730,0
219,895.0
372,835.0
1,209,630.0
850,470.0
359,160,0
11.130.0
8,001.955.0
239,465.0
1.761j,48~.0
6.959,735.0
6,523.955.0
435.780.0
158.495,0
2n.285.0
1i1,5(;~.0
526,910.0
260,655.0
21,185,0
6,804,7SO,0
255.690.0
6.549.os5.0
6.925,0
1,170.0
2,345.0
1,140.0
1,200.0
40,135.0
975.0
860.0
6,255,0
5.620.0
1.915.0
3,105.0
"'"810.0
9,535.0
10,485.0
1,405,0
55,0
110.0
,0.0m,
w,
265.0
15.0
310.0
"'"1.9<15.0
425.0
1,280.0
235.0
4.925.0
100,0
2,780.0
130.0
1,920,0
246.0600
16.820.0
229,245.0
215,310.0
210,330,0
4,985.0
1,435.0
3.550.0
13,490.0
7,980.0
5,5150
"'"135.320.0
8,400.0
126,920.0
117,390.0
IIl,69O,0
3.695,0
1.010.0
2,625.0
9,385.0
5,290,0
4,100,0
14Hl
110.140.0
8.410.0
102.32~.0
10.0
0.0
",.,
,.,
2$,0
"
"',.,
100
".,
"0.0
15.0
10.0
"
"
",.,
"
"
",.,
,.,
"
",."
"
"10,0
",.,
"
"235,0
65.0
175.0
110.0
170,0
10.0
"',.,
"
"
"
"1J0.0
30.0
95,0
95,0
95.0
"'.0
"
"0.0
"
"110.0
1M
150
10.0
"'10,0
"
"m.,
'"
"
"10,0
",.,
"0.0
200
,.,
10.0
"10,0
",.,
0.0
",.,
"
"
"
"10.0
10.0
0.0
"10.0
'.0
00
1S5.0
,.,
150.0
150.0
1500
,.,
,.,
00
0.0
",.,
,.,
W.'
,..
8(10
85.0
W',.,
0.0
..
"00
,.,
0.0m,
10.0
70.0
DivilionNo.l)jvilionNo
10.S~bd.C 10.Subd. Ii
Newfwndlal>d (1010020) (1010041)
e.-b(OO) (10) SUN SUNOOIOI
1'9i Com,s P,o/des
Sd«:rf'4 Co",,,,u,,itin, ""_fou"d/nd .,,11 C."U.
2J
....-
..........
&1{~rlllC<lrpCnled)
W;l!loulpQdbrlp
Willll,..;olhdp
Sd{~(~)
W"llIoclutplMlilrip
WittlpeldMll'
UopuIIirri"'....ten
,....,IS r--omdtn-.::r.,-lIooonofllqlllld""""""",,lJO"sampkcb:a)
Nollolorfof~
1.cN ...... 'hoIrIofboouawotl<
SIOI.-'of~
I' 10 2'9 ho<n ofllous<-worl<
JOIO,9hou<Jofhouoewort
6Oor.--.bouJ1ofho<l..work-
M.laISye.. OI'l!ov.. ",hounof""poid_k(2O%"rrc>Ie .....)
Noholnof~
Leu 'Non' ho..... ofhousc"",",
'to I. 1Io<l"ofbouK"-ork
15LQ19hou.. oflloooework
lO 10 59 hou.. ofhousework
6OorlllOR'bouJ1ofbollkW<Jfk
F....lul'ft2rllondoverb)'hoursofunpoid~(1O%PrJ1Ik<ll..)
Noholtrool_work-
~",",,5hoanofbou:sewol1<
'101._01'_"""
15 10 29 hoorrsofhouoewort
JOIOS9bouJ1or_
6Oor_ ........of~
1'opl1tl1iDll15ran"""ovrrb)'hoItroof~dliWcan:(1O%......,Jccb:a)
Nobaurlofdliw.:-
t..lhaIo5.....,oldli_
'IOI.--.ofcloiklcue
15102'9hounofchi~
)(IlOstloolnofchikbn:
6Oor_lonordo~
M... lSran ..... tn-.::rb)'.....,ol"'Ptiddlildca"l:(2Ol"oamplcclUa)
No-.Jchildcan:
Lcadlon5--.ofclalolc:ln
'10 II """"'ofclli_
IS 10 29 houn ofchilclc=
)(I 10 st_ofcllikli:tlno
6OorllllltChounofchiklcate
Fcnw.... 15yeonondoverb)'hounof...potdehildun:(10%.....,1.<b..)
Noholnofchikkarc
LcSlIilul S ho\JI1of~hildcuc
'lQl.bouJ1ofchildc"",
Hto19""".. ofchildcarc
JO to 59 lIolll1 of,~'ldc""
6OornvmbouBofc~ildc"'"
Pqlul'lion l' yutS.nd "".. by hw.. ofunpoid c... to ....iotI(2O% ••mp.......)
No holnofcsn:to seni<>n
laolhln5hounof'"",lOocnilln
5109""","0(carclO"""'"
10or_ho<nofc:r<lOlCIli<Q
MalaI5ye.-o_ ...... by""""'ofunpotdC8l'ClOacnicn(2O%_.. tbta)
No bolnofcon:lQlCIllOrS
Leu_'hoItroofcsn:toKIII.....
, 10911outaolc.-. 10 .........
10orlllOKbaurlofcarclOXIllOn
F........ 15_.... DWll»IhoItroorIlftllM'lC8l'C"'_.....(l(M~cbQ)
6,01o,.JO-O
5.91'.soo.o
1"-"5.0
61,-100.0
9S,JSS.o
.21,D65.o
ll],560.o
,..,.,.
50".5.0
n.6U.m.0
1,6U,Q70-O
5.131.165.0
6,161,640.0
• .3o'I.lUO
2.312.905.0
1.079,180.0
11.021,.5'.0
1.71•.•15.0
3,J19,loo,0
3,00..56',0
1.511.235.0
617 .• 10.0
1~.660.0
11,6(16••7(1.0
191,600.0
1,119,610.0
116l,Q75.0
1,n6,115.0
1,965,.90.0
....520.0
22,621.915.0
U.931,.IO.0
l,lOS,llO.O
Z,Jlo.110.o
1,5M.260.0
1.11.,,"5.0
1.W,96S.o
ll.olz,.55.o
1,2~,690.0
1,2OO,.l1S.0
1,196,9lO.0
691.160.0
lI5.6o'5.0
JOO,60,.O
\1,606,.10.0
6.696.120.0
1,00.,710.0
1,113,710.0
8.16.100.0
188,795.0
1,166,360.0
22,62S,PIM
18.90'''10.0
2,,"3.210,0
73'.6110.0
,"~.O
11.022,.55.0
9,523,.)(1.0
1.Q51.JlO.O
262.015.0
181,615.0
IUOU70.0
97,92'.0
.....,.,
1.215.0
"'.
"'.
.,110.0
'-"'"
\,.15.0
",.
.31.l4S.0
6'.~.0
69",",.0
110,120.0
Il.lSO.O
66,110.0
11,.20.0
11.,655.0
.3,3'0.0
45,2S0.0
62,585.0
~.110.0
10.000.0
8,155.0
122.690.0
22.055.0
2.,390.0
d.215.0
d,6lS.0
ol6,110.o
32,660.0
• ]7.30'5.0
265,120.0
,...".
.1,930.0
29,1lS.0
2-1,235.0
«1.915.0
21• .6SM
1.2,210.0
11,45.0
lIAl'·O
1).6'10.0
1.465.0
IO,t..a.O
122,685.0
123.1AO.0
16.HO.0
20,290.0
16.HS,0
1',76',0
~0.810,0
1l7,H5.0
J67,171l.G
J8,7GM
1S,89S.G
lS,.sllO.O
21 • .655,0
11I6.IJ5.0
16,165.0
6,Dl1-'.0
.,"'.0
212.61S.0
1'.0
15.0
",.
,.
"
",.
,.
",.
"'.,
".,
,m•
"'."'.,
II'.G
~,
'"
""
"")S,O
450
'"210.G
20.0
".
""
".".,
1«1.0
"5.0
,"'.
'"m.'
".
"..,.,.
",.
120.0
"'.
.5.0
".15.0
65.0
210.0
'"10,0
'"20.0
20.0
130,0
SSM
310.0
""15.0
105.0
~.,
190.0
"'.,
10.0
".,
,"'.
"'.
"'.,.,
,.,
,.,
",.
,.
"n5.0
".,
..,
..,
".,
'"100
115.0
""25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
,.
110,0
20,0
15.0
"..3s.o
IS.O
,.
ill•
115.0
".,
n.o
".,
.,
IS.O
115.0
..,
".,
".
"
"110.G
""10.0
25.0
15.0
10.0
10.0
125.0
210.0
10.0
10.0
,.,
LIM
110.0
"
"..,
110.0
1996CtllSusProjUes
Sd«fed C"mm,,,,i'its, ""tk'fOUlld/alld alld C.mado
22 Divi.ionNo.Di.isionNo
10,Subd.C 10.SubdE
N.wfoundland (1010020) (1010042)
Cantd.(oo) (10) SUN SUNoolOI
No OO,""OfCOK 10 ..niof! 9.J~2.04~.0
boo lhan S hours of<:V'l: to senion 1,3~~,~9S.0
~..,9MIlf1 of COl. to KJliors 473,645.0
10orrroR:houfSofcartl<lKJIion 361,880.0
TOGlI''''l'loyedl.bourforc.15yanandoVCfhyplac.ofwork.",tu.(21J%''lfiIlc'''' 13,318.140.0
Moles 1,19I,IZS.0
Uoual pi..,. ofwork 5,801.585.0
lnCSDofresidence 2,126,$4~.0
In diffcrtnl CSD 3,0~0,74O.0
In ...... CD 1.829,56'.0
Alllorne 566.165.0
OulSi<l<Cantd. 33,550.0
No fixed workpl"'. 713.~2'.0
F."",I"" 6.121,615.0
Uouol pi..,. of work 5,365.140,0
In CSDofr<:>i<kncc 2,861.580.0
In diffcrtnlCSD 2.so3.56O.0
In same CD 1,649.460,0
Alhome 519.88'.0
OUlSideCanw 15.730,0
No fixed 'IV<lt1<plocc 226.860,0
To..l.lfiIloyedl.bootfun:.llye... andnveThyrrodcoftra....po<tIlli'm(20%sa1!l'l< 12,183,410,0
M.I•• with u 1ploce of...,..k Of 00 f,,,ed worl<pl"". 6,591.415,0
C lN<k n •• driver 5,181,095,0
C tll'ck.VllIIupUSOnger 3SS,72G,0
Pubii.ttan.i, 496,495.G
W.lked 10 won: J19.51GG
Illeycle 102,210.G
MolOn:ycl. 10,430,0
raaic.b 9.725.0
Olher"..,'l>od 56,22G,0
F.maIco ....ithu.ualplllCeofworkor""li>«<lwork)'lace 5,592.000.0
Car.lllId,.v.na.dnvCl' 3.752,935.0
C.r,ll'Uck,v.nupoos<:Tlgcr 54l.620.0
Puhlictron.it 131,370,0
WalkedlOwork 471,l45,O
Bicycle J5,225.G
MolOTC)"ie !,l10.0
T•• icab 13.565.0
O\her"..,lbod 36,835.0
To..lpopul.ti"".151024ycanbyschool.<tcTId.ncc(20%""""leda..) 3,849m5.0
Not.ttcndinllscl>ool 1,338.310.0
A'tending",hoolfulHi"'" 2,275.135.0
Altendiogscboo.>lp.rt-<i".., 135,590.0
fo..1popuia'ion 15 yo.rund over by hi~ll.v.1 ofschooliol (20% ,."..,I.da...) 22,62~.925.0
~~~9 ~,2IM
Gltdes91011 8,319,380.0
Will\ou,secondaryscnoolgnd""lionCCT'ific". 5.1040,190.0
Wilh ..oor.doryscho<>llnduolionCCftificate 3,23~,5110.0
T,odcaOCrlifLc.teOf dipl<>ma 837.155.0
Othcrnon.univ....ityedoc..iooooly 5,481.505.0
WithoutcerlifLc.teOTdiplomo 1,414,925,0
WilhocrlifLcat'l'II'diplomo 4,(112.580.0
Uo;versil)' 5,197.665,0
Witbooldegroe 2,l96,8IlO,G
Wiloout""rlif".teo,d;piomo 967,300.0
Wilho<rlifio.leOfdiploma 1.229,585.0
Wilhboohclor",d.greeornigllo, 3.000,180,0
M.1cJ ....illlpo.=ond.ryqu.linoatiQn.bymoj...-r..1Jof"ody(20% ••""'I.d...j 4,591,.70.0
EdtlC.'i<>nol.rt.,.,.tional.ndCOlmscllins"rvic.. 259,290,0
fin.and.pplred_ 159,050.0
Hu",""iti •••ndrtl.tedfi.ld. 247,&40,G
180.lJM
21,835.0
9.890,0
10.620.0
184,330,0
9S.895,0
80,940.0
46,205.0
34,135,0
21.440,0
6,115,0
315,0
11,530,0
g5,430,0
16,610,0
49,915,G
26,700,0
23,910,0
6.045.0
70.0
2,705.G
171,785.0
92.470.0
72.450.0
7,385.0
1,645.0
6.900.0
360.0
9$.0
25~0
3,370.0
79.J15.0
SS.985.0
11.150,0
1.185,0
8,85$.0
140-0
10,0
475,0
910,0
88,235.0
31,690,0
5l,385,0
3.160.0
431,345.0
76,465,0
165,105.0
122,06$.0
43,040,0
12,810,0
100,805.0
17,360,0
8l,440.0
82.160,0
46,645.0
23,G15.0
23.570.0
35,5200
18.125.0
6.4.10.0
1,240.0
2,6650
190,0
200
15.0
'",
B5,0
10,0
SSO
3M
150
[5,0
10,0O.
10.0
65.0
"'.45.0
10.0
10.0
'0
00
,.,
125.0
65.0
25.0
00
00
25.0
,.,
..,
00
10,0
"'.,
!G,O
150
.,
350
0.',.
,.
,.
165.0
145.0
25.0
IO.G
555.0
"'.180.0
160:0
15.0
15.0
10.0
"'.350
30.0
2G,0
150
10.0O.
35,0
00
00
...
1000
'0
,.,
,.,
IH,O
75,0
65.0
~.,
0.0
'0
10.0
,.,
""',
55.0
55.0
,.,
10.0
,.,
"100
1l5.0
7G,0
,.,
"
""'.,
,.,
,.
...
35.0
"'0
..
'.0
...
45.0
00
0.'0'
'",m,
m,
..,
..,
220.0
lI"-'
6~.0
"'.,
10.0
10.0
25.0
10.0
20.0
20.0
10.0
00
'0
15.0
25.0
10.0
00
00
/"6C.flSlIll'rojila
SdmN C""....""iIia, N_fo""JI""J ."d c.""••
23 DivilionNo.DivillmNo
10,Subd.C 10, S~bd. E
Ne'o.'lOundlald(IOloo20) (I01~2)
ean.da(OO) (10) SUN SVNOOIOI
So!;iaI ..icn<:coadnd.lCdtkldl
~ .......,."...nt.lDd""""'''''"--iool
A,.,.,._.ondlliulocical~
~_oppbcdlcicnt:a
.....-....._~Jrialu~_nda
Hca1llI prol--.KieDca -.I_1noIopoe
~-ph)'Iic:al~
Noopon.ol...- • .n_,ILU
F...... widlpooUoc<lnCbryqo.oalir by..-.jofIieW<>fJllldy(2O%soq>I<_)
~_lional_.-...n _
~--~-ll...-lria_m-dfidds
SociaI.aa.:uand.m<edfi.1dI
C--.~_buslnualdnulisltauoa
A.......llIII1Il_'*'Josi<.oI~hn<>k>aIa
.EnP«rinI_applicdocime<s
Enti........,_.oppIicdoc;rn.,.....Iu>oI.,.;....... _.
11.lllIIpmr~K>ns,oci<nc:.. and1CChnolotl;..
M.w..-.'i....ndphy.ic1l .. ieDca
NOl\lO<'illi,.lionand.II01b<r.n,•.•. J
TOlalbymobili'y·"'u,IY'''''B<>(20% ..mpl.dala)
Non-""",...
M.~
Nc>n·....1f'IIl1S
/dilR"lS
Isllm>Olmi.....1S
Inlnpl'OYmCialmiJratllS
InlCtpf'o>VillcialmilR"lS
ElII:nUl .......1S
T.,wbymobilityllallll5)'e.ID ... (2O% ....... dalI)
...-
.....
..........
"-......-. ........... ....-.
..~mip-.
E>._I~lS
AIl,..--wi1IIcrnpI<>rmetI'--.by-at<"""'lty(2O%....,. ...)
/I_~""""'S
S<andon1ctfOfo>fll\'U2l'C~,_S
WootcdlilU,..... MI~....
/I'<nF..,.Ioysnmlil><om:S
Slandar6ctfOf<>f.>'ft>IpcmploymcntirM:omoS
W",ktdpart)'Ell'orparttimc
/I>'ft>IF·mploymm'in<omcS
Standa:d ctfOfofl...... cmpJo~mcn,income S
M.1es wilh .mploymen' inc""", by ""'"' Kti,"y (20% Simple d.la)
.....IIll<.mploymcn,inco.... S
S'.I\d.nJtm>rof ..cn.oomptDym<n'inC(lmcS
W'Jfk<dr"II~... fu1I'imc
..........mptDy""""i_S
SlSlldan:lClTOfof.>'ft>I•• ..."loymmlincomoS
WOl1t<dpart)'UfOfparltimc
/I·CIIF<mI>Io)'fncn' S
s~ ....... of.>'ttIge loymcftlincomcS
......Ics""'lIIemploymcnllflCO<ll:byworkKO..Iy(2O% ........II)
A_~tincomcS
S\.ltlll.Ord ...... or......... cmpl..y.",..II ........ S
Woo\odrua~,fulllimc
1\.........~"""""'5
S:andanl ...... of .........~_S
11UU.0
726,910.0
227,2)0.0
)21,)00.0
1,11"'.0
191,110.0
201,IU.0
'.,1)0.0
"....,610.0
700,170.0
)S0-,670.0
12.tl75.0
1s.t,l2O.0
1,211,150.0
201.000,0
15)25.0
1I1,()oIO.0
B28,250.0
99.42'.0
8.79',0
28,155,225.0
n-W2.61M
1,)52,58'.0
2,51(l,lOO.0
1.812.180.0
1,51).190.0
1,290,11'.0
291~5.0
221,690.0
26,6OI,1l5.0
lS,ll79,,15.0
11,5V.,7Z!.O
6.1:10.7)'.0
5"'1"".0
1,I65.29S.0
1,57',Q2S.0
19O.no.O
921,690-0
11,996,11'.0
26.171.0
,..
7,513.7'lO.0
)7,556.0
,.,
7,o.t2"20.0
lM18.0
16.0
8."1,900.0
31.917.0
26.0
4.514.850,0
"2."88,0
1'-0
1)29.180.0
lUn.O
21.0
UII,210.0
20.162.0
14.0
2.998.910,0
10.110.0
n.,
1,615.0
1,915.0
),710.0
2.700.0
.2,560-0
1,llS.0
2,IJO-O
,..
11.10:5.0
12.-115.0
1,I9S.0
2.975.0
1.19j.0
29,120.0
2,595.0
2B5.0
1,550.0
11,575.0
1.150,0
!S,O
511,625.0
182,190.0
59,110.0
32,110.0
26,700,0
25,700.0
1'.115.0
7.215.0
1,000.0
S16,oCSS--0
J7I,835-O
1]7,615.0
7S-J70.0
6l,210.0
~.-.
13,)35-0
16,2l5.0
1.680.0
219.9)0.0
".,..
~.,
lOOm!.o
!I.112.0
150.0
141,615.0
12,106.0
'"136,965,0
25,15!.0
lJ!O
56.850,0
10,064.0
228.0
76,110.0
!!.15l.0
llO.O
111,970.0
15.U9.0
~.
.1,220.0
26.J!J-O
117.0
...
"
"
"
"..
,.,
..
15.0
,..
,.,
,.,
10.0
"10,0
,.,
10.0
,..
,..
"980,0
830.0
145.0
100.0
4S.0
45,0
l5.0
10.0
,..
150.0
"'.,
155.0
110.0
15.0
,..
...
..
...
,...
12J.IJ-O
,.,
95.0
21.419-0,.
'"8,716.0
,.,
135.0
14,OJS,0
..
SO,O
24,191,0
...
55.0
B.91I-O
..
110.0
IOJ4l-0
..
".,
n,26I.0
,.,
...
",.,
..
..
..
"
"10.0
".,
10.0
,.,
,.
"
",.
...
"
"110.0
115,0
]0,0
25.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
..
...
l25.0
190.0
n..
110-0
".
'"".
",.,
,,,.
13.919-0,.
".29)54.0
..
100.0
7.987.0
,..
"..
16.100,0
"HoO
)1,591.0
"55.0
1,1610
"".10,690.0
"20.0
21,167.0,.
1996 C."SUS Prv[UQ
S~"",eJI Commw"ilies, Newfow,,"lo,," O"d C"""d"
24 Divi,;onNo, Divi,i""No.
10,Subd.C 10,Subd.E
Newfoundl,nd (1010020) (1010042)
Can1da(OO) (10) SUS SUN 00101
W01kodp.ny.ororpaMtime
Av~e"'l'loymentin<ume$
Stondonlenoror.,,,,,,g••mploymenlir.come$
TOlal -Co...,.,.;rion "ftolll inwme% (20% ",""Ie d.lI)
Employment il\Come %
ao"""menttn>l,ferpaymenl1l%
Oth.r%
TOlllincomeofP"l'ul.li"" 15Y"."ondov..-(20% ...mpled1la}
Wi1lloot;n<ome
Wi"';,",ome
Unde1$1,000
$1.000_$2.999
13,000.$4.999
$5.000·$6.999
$7.000·$9,999
$lll,ooo· $1 1,999
$12.000-$14,999
$15,000-$19,999
$20.000.$24,999
$25,000-$29,999
$30,000-$34,999
$35.000_$39,999
$40,000.$44,999
S45,OOO-S49,m
$50,000_$59,999
S60,oooand ""er
Averog.in<Qme$
Mt<lian;l\Come$
51llrw:lanl.IT(I'of .....r2g.i""ome$
TOlolincomeo(mal., 15 y.... and over (20%""'1'1. d11ll)
Wi!hou,iooomc
Wilhi""ome
Und.r$l,OOO
$1,000-$2,999
$3,000-$4,999
$ S,OOO_$ 6,m
$7,000.$9.999
$10.000-111,999
$12,000_114,999
$15,000-$19,999
$20,000.$24,999
125.000-$29.999
130,000-$34,999
13l,OOO_$39.999
$40,000-S44,m
$45,000-149,999
$50,OOO-~9,m
S60.000.ndov.r
A....'.geitl<Omel
M.dion;n""""'l
5Landol-derrorofa,·.rogeil\Come$
T"",lil\ComeoffemoleoISye.".'ldover(2O%so"1'lod".)
Withootil\Corne
With income
l/nderll,OOO
11,000-12,999
53.000-14,999
$5,000-16,999
57,000.$9,999
$10,000_$II,m
512,000 - $I~,m
115.000·$19,999
3,712,545.0
12,721.0
ISO
100,0
7S.3
14,0
10.7
:/2,628,925,0
1,712,1(j$,O
20,916,7SS.0
1,178,905,0
1.058,.310.0
918,.50,0
1,078,120.0
I,S86,060.0
1,268,550,0
1,650,315,0
2,083,105.0
1.784,845.0
1,597,870.0
I,1M.340.0
1,127,7S5,0
974,625.0
690,1160.0
1,051,110.0
1,406,23s.o
2S,I%.0
18,891.0
lJ.O
ll,022,45S.0
505.650.0
10,516,800.0
533.690.0
417,%0,0
350.295.0
416,570.0
604,335,0
4S2,42$.0
640,550.0
908,5OS.0
863,090.0
819,7900
814,740,0
687,3WO
638,445,0
471,810.0
769,660.0
1,127,560.0
31,1170
25,270,0
23.0
11,606,470,0
1,206.520.0
10,399,950.0
645,2IS.0
640,345,0
568,15S.0
r5<i1,8500
9ll1,730,0
816,130,0
1,009,765,0
t.I74,600.0
65,520.0
8,568.0
75.0
100.0
68,1
24,6
"437,345.0
49,515,0
387.825,0
27,140,0
27.605.0
20,640.0
21,725,0
38,b85,O
30,815,0
l8,5IS.0
40,080.0
33,085,0
25,135,0
20,100,0
IS,5IS.0
1J.195,0
9,325,0
11,895,0
14,375.0
19,710,0
1J,972,0
610
214,6S5,O
15,195.0
199,460.0
11,490.0
12,100.0
7,715,0
7,155.0
14,27S.0
11,5&0,0
16,850.0
21,6SS,O
18,830,0
15,SJS.0
IJ,43S.0
10.205,0
9,080,0
6,765.0
9,555,0
12,630.0
24,602.0
19,o1J.0
104.0
222,690.0
J4,32S.0
188,36S.0
ISM5.0
15.S0S.0
12.925.0
13.970.0
l4,410.0
19,230.0
21,r5<iSO
18.-420,0
~,
8,438,0
,.,
100.0
S7,8
39,9
"560.0
95,0
465,0
".,
65.0
~,
35.0
'"25,0
50,0
'0.0
35,0
150
20.0
10.0
10.0
"
"
"1l.-4S2.0
7,920.0
"285.0
4S.0
245.0
25.0
~,
15,0
IS,O
'"10.0
200
200
20.0
10.0
IS.O
10.0
"
",.,
,.,
13,199.0
9,504.0
"270,0
50,0
220-0
40,0
30.0
20,0
20,0
30,0
15,0
2S,O
10.0
4S.0
7.563.0
"100.0
83.7
16.1
"2200
25,0
195.0
35.0
IS,O
20.0
25.0
2S.0
10.0
100
10,0
10.0
10,0
100
100
"0.0
10,0
"12,878-0
7.616.0
,.,
11S.0
10.0
IOS,O
lS,O
10.0
"IS,O
15,0
10,0
,.,
,.,
",.,
10,0
10.0
'"0.0
"0'
IS,272.0
8,784,0
,.,
lOS.0
15.0
""IS,O
10,0
15.0
10.0
15.0
10.0
"10,0
1996Ct"s"sf'rofdts
Sdn:rtd C""""""illl!S, NtwfO,,""/d"" d"" CUd".
25 Divi,ionNo.Divi';OIINo.
1O,Subd.C 10,Subd.B
Newfoundland (1010020) (1010042)
ean'o1a(OOj (10) SUN SUN 00101
$~O,(lO(l· .$24,999
$25,000.$29,999
$30Jl00-$34,999
$35,000-$39,999
$.40,000-$.44,999
S45,OOO-S49,999
SSO,OOO-S$9,999
.$6O,OOO ..dovor
Aven8. income $
Mtdianin.ome$
SlaIId.nl.frol"oh,-erag.inc""",1
C....""familyincomeofall f.mili.. (~O%sampl.d.ta}
lJn<Itr$IO,OOO
510,000-519,999
5 ~O,ooo _$19,999
$30,000_$39,999
$40,ooo-$.4M99
$50,000-5'9,999
$60,000-$69,999
170,000-579,999
180,000-$89,999
590.000-599.99'9
SlOO,ooo and 0""
M ...... family inC<lme$
Mtdianf.milyincomeS
Slandard.ffOl"oh".rag.r.rro'lyincomcS
CtN<1Sf.milyinc<:>meOfhUllband_wifof.miJics(W% .......,I.dota)
Undt,SIO,OOO
110,000_$19,999
S20,000-$29.99'9
53O,000-S39,999
540,000-$49,999
550,000_$59,999
560.000·569,999
170,000-$79,999
5 80,000- 18~,999
$90,000_199,999
$100,oooandovcr
Av.ra~familyincornc$
Mcdianf.milyinoomt$
Standanlcrrorofavm.gcr.milyincornc$
All cen<Ull f.mili., (20%sarnplc d.ta)
Averasefamilyinc""",$
Standanl.rror ofavcrage family income S
l1..band-wifefamili..
Avm.g.f.milyincomeS
Standarderro.of.veragcfamilyincome$
M.I.Ion._p.rcn,f.milies
A.....-agef..... lymeomel
:;la/Idard.rruTQf .....g.f.mily;ncomeS
fanalcl""c-pII='f>milie.
A gef.milyinc"""'S
Stand dCTTorof.vc..sefarnilyincomtS
Totalincomtofnon_f.rro'IYl""OfI,ISY"a".ndov<T(20'Ao""'I'kdata)
lJndcrSl,ooo
51,000-$2,999
53,000-$4,999
$ S,OOO_$ 6.999
17,000_$9,999
110,000_$11.999
$l2,ooo·SI4,999
51,.000-SI9.999
n8,0800
646,6000
440,3750
336,180.0
219,045.0
281,44$.0
278,670,0
19,208.0
14,508.0
12,0
7,837,86s,o
43',760,0
795,895.0
1,007,840.0
992,020.0
968,900,0
883,515,0
736.990.0
568,055.0
416,740.0
286,875.0
745,26s.o
~,$83,0
46,951.0
36.0
6,700,360.0
1$9,13'.0
489,995,0
809,325,0
833,215.0
856,125.0
809,40'.0
691,46',0
$42,%$,0
401,820.0
278,785.0
728,110.0
58,763,0
51,108,0
""7,837,86'.0
.14.$83.0
36.0
6,700.355.0
$8,763.0
""192,270,0
40,974.0
In.O
945,23$.0
27,721.0
46,0
4.360,4]0,0
278,64$,0
119,070,0
122,84$.0
208.86$.0
309.&45.0
427,240.0
518,610.0
SJ8.9700
9,600.0
6,670.0
$.lIO.O
4,120.0
2,$55.0
2,33$.0
1,74S.0
14,S29.0
11,$13.0
61,0
15$,7$5.0
12,160.0
24,295.0
26,47~.0
23,050,0
18,lt9O,0
14,90S.0
11.815.0
8,15$.0
5,290.0
3,6350
7,080.0
42,9'l3.0
36,JJ9.0
162.0
135,270,0
7,715,0
17,330.(1
2M30.0
20,715.0
17,$20-0
13,995.0
11,lS5.0
7,900.0
5,19$0
3,'70-0
6,93$.0
4$,914.0
39.421.0
176.0
1$$,750.0
42,993,0
162,0
135,270.0
4$,914.0
176.0
3,245.0
32,BI4.0
972.0
17,23$.0
21,989,0
274,0
52,495.0
3.895.0
2,270.0
2,45$,0
2,680,0
3,30S0
7,260.0
9,5BO.0
6.775.0
10.0
,.,
100
",.,
"
"9,51M
7,056.0
"2000
450
700
n.o
25.0
10.0
10,0
10,0
"
"
"
"2),065,0
17,600.0
,.,
170.0
~"
.W
~.,
25.0
15.0
10.0
10,0
..,.
"
"25,092.0
\9.456.0
..
20$.0
23,(165.0
..,
175.0
2$,092.0
.,
10.0
"
"ao
13,21$,0
""'.IS.O
"
",..
\00
10.0
10.0
..
10,0
10,0
10.0
...
..
"
"10,168.0
6,456.0
"6$.0
20.0
2'.0
10.0
10,0
100
...
10.0
10.0
"
"
"26,980.0
18,112.0
..,
5$0
10,0
1$.0
10.0
..,
10,0
100
.,
"
",..
..
28.419.0
18.624.0
"6~,0
26,980.0
...
"'..
28.419.0
"
"..
"'10.0
..,
"6$.0
150
100
10.0
10.0
...
"'
"'
"
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f99~Ct"s"sl',ojifa
Srleneri COillmulliries, NeOlljoundf,,,,d olld O"'odo
27 Division No. DivislooNo
10.Subd.C lO,Subd.E
N...foundlond(10Ioo20) (1010042)
Canldl(oo) (10) SUN SUNoolOl
1"";&"""oflo,..io""",,,%
H""seboldil>COmeof.lIprint<;houseboldl(2ll%oampl.dnl)
Under$lO,OOO
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000·$19,999
.$30,000 • .$39,999
S4O.000·.$49.999
$50.000_$59.999
.$60,000-$69,999
.$70,000·$79,999
$80.000 . .$89,999
S90.000-S99,999
$100.000 Ind ove,
Av...gebou",holdinc<>meS
Medilnbousebolclinoorne$
SWldlfderroroflverqcbous<b<>ld income 5
"""' ..l>oldi.....,""'of"""p<:roonl>oos<hoIJl(2O% ..~lcdata)
Uoder51O.000
510,000_$19,99'1
520.000·529,999
$30.000-.$39,999
$40,000·$49.99'1
S5O.ooo-$5?999
560,000-$69,999
570,000-$19,999
S80,OOO·$89,999
S90.ooo.S99,!1'19
Sl00.ooo."do,"CI"
Averas·hou"'holdincorneS
Medianhou..holdincome$
SlInd.rdem>foflvenlll"houoeholdinc<>me$
ltouseholdineomeoftwoorroo<epenonbou..lIold.(2O%lImpledll.)
UnderSIO,OOO
SI0.000-$19.999
$20,000-S29.999
$30,000·$39,999
.$40,000·$49,999
.$50,000·$59,999
$60,000-$69.999
$7<I,OOO·S79,999
.$80,000·$89.999
S90.000-.$99,999
SIOO.OOO."dover
Avcrag.houl<boldi""o"",S
Me<li.nbou••bolcl;I\Come$
Stlndotd."", oflv...gc household iI\Come S
TOlllnumbe'rofewnomicfomilie.oinpriv.l<boo..hold>(2O% ...""I.d>l')
S;uofcconomk family, 2 persom
Sileofeconomicfamily.3person.
Si.. or.."noltllcr.ltllly.4person.
Siu"f..onolJDcfamily,5"rm::>r<p<J1<HU
TOlllnum!>er"fperson.ine<:onomkf.""l;es
Avcr"l!enom!>er"fpcrsomp'''.eonomkfamily
TOlllnomberofU""I1IChcdindivido"t.
Totalnomberof..n..... r.".,;lt•• 'npriv hou..bold.by"omberand.lIt"'orf.mily
N"mbefof""w·manied on<! common_I COIIplc f.""li••
Nomemherinlbelaboo'f""'c
Some members in the I.bour fnrc.
On.memb<Tonly
TWOOftn>f'Cmembers
RotJ"po<,..sI~ind>c:l.boufforc.
Numbcrofl""".!'Mtnlr.mili.,
19.1
10.820,050.0
865,955,0
1,124,510.0
1,453,675.0
1,340.905.0
1,215,060,0
1,053,970.0
849.865.0
645,280.0
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Aborig;nalPopularion
1996Cem'u$
TOIal Aboriginal North American Indian Metis sin&le Inuit single Multiple Aboriginal Other Aborigilllli Total non-Aboriginal
Geography population $iOllleTesponse Te$pollle response responses response population
Canada 799,010 529,035 204,115 40,225 MIS 19,215 27,129,115
Newfoundland 14,200 4,355 4,555 4,120 ,80 99' 532,955
Division No. 10· Labrador .,780 1,385 3,!'i55 3,690 120 IS 20,300
DivisionNo.1O,Subd.A 0 0 0 0 0 0 90
L'Anse au Loup 80 0 80 0 0 0 'OS
RedBllY 0 0 0 0 0 0 28S
L'Anseau Ollir 10 0 10 0 0 0 250
Foneau
"
0 2S 10 0 0 455
West St Modeste I' 10 10 0 0 0 I"
Pinware 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
~ DivisionNo.IO,Subd.B 320 0 31' 10 0 0 230PonHopeSimplOll 460 0
'"
25 0 0 II'
51. Lewis 210 0 20' 0 0 0 lOS
Mary's Harbour 160 0 160 0 0 0 31'
Cartwright SSO 0 '00 40 0 0 85
Charlottelown 260 0
'"
0 0 0 10
Division No, 10, Subd. C '60 87S 25 30 10 25
"Rigole! 230 0 0 220 0 0 30
NorlhWeslRinr 310 10 100
'"
10 0 255
Happy Valley-Goose Bay 2,700 OS 1,315 1,2lS 90 0 5,860
DivisionNo.l0,Subd.D 30 25 0 0 0 0 '85
LabradoTCl1y 140
"
ss 30 10 0 8,305
Wabush 20 0 10 0 0 0 1,995
DivisionNo.l0,Subd,E 360 2S0 0 10 10 0 20
Millovik
'"
0 0 250 0 0 II'
l10pcdale
'"
0 10 '40 0 0
"Nain 10 0 10 900 0 0 85
Postville 200 0 10 195 0 0 25
Source: 1996 Censul ofCauada
&-ics<WISltJth'la.r...dfN-fctmJhmdSmu,IcI~) 1996Cvu"'....l1ORG_U.
E.!. Beneficiaries by Age, Davis Inlet, 1998 & 2000
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E.I. Beneficiaries by Gender, Davis Inlet. 1998 & 2000
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E.I. Beneficiaries by Oceup~tion Type, Davis Inlet, 1998 & 2000
,... 2000
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E.!. Beneficiaries by Age, SheshatshiuINorth West River, 1998 & 2000
1998 2000
240rless 35 30
25-3< 70 90
3S-« 90 70
.....
'"
45
55+ 15 20
Total 235 255
NotIo:TheE~In.u_datareporiedherelncludll.ontycllllmtrelatedloJoblo$t.ndlislllng
lldMty. AI cthe< typK r;t.-m..e ududlld(m~Iit_. alckneu. pIlrentD'edc:JflllOn. work shamg.
Job(qlllion, ...... MdMlf.employmenl). FQure.m.ynal..xltowalIIdueto"'ndomlQUrdng.
E.!. Beneficiaries by Gender, Sheshatshiu/North West River, 1998 & 2000
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E.I. Beneficiaries by Occupation Type, SheshatshiulNorttl West River, 1996 & 2000
1998 2000
Management
Business, Fnance and Adminislralive
Cleric:al
Natural and Applied Sdences and Related
Health
Social Science. EducatiOn, Government and ReligIon
Art, Culture, Recreation and Sport
salesand5etvice
Trades, Transport and Equipment Operator and Relateo
Conslruclion Labourer and Related
FISh HaNeSter
Othe<~
F'IShPlantWorker
Manufacturi..... and Other processinn
Total
5 5
5 5
5 10
10 15
5
30 25
, 10
JO 55
55 50
7. 60
5,.
•
235 255
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E.!. Beneficiaries by Age, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998 & 2000
,,.8 2000
240rless 10,650 10,435
20-34 28,165 25,&40
,..... 29,26<> 29,255
..... 21,930 23.910
55' 8'" 10610
Toto' ,.go 100 055
NoM: Tht~~o.ta"'P"'tedhereW:UiHonlyc:llli'ns"""ledlOjob .... tlndIif;IlFlg
Iletivity, All OlIlertn-tAc:IlIkns a... exdlmd (1niIIem1ty le_.~. p;lrentallmop!ion, WOlle "'-Fog,
lotlerNtion.trPling.nd",~,Figuresm.ynot.ckllolol8lsdueto...oomroundillll
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E.I. Beneficiaries by Gender, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998 & 2000
Noll: TheElI'\Illl:l)'n'Intlf1$uranoeGIUlrl'j)Ol1ldlllreitlcb:lesodtdai'Mrelltedtololllot$anll1'\$hlng
Io;:ti¥ity. AI ot/'oIorl)PM o/dlim$ Ire exdudId (1nIIemIIy ....... slcIulIu, parentllU~, '11'0I1I $hamQ:,
IobCRIltion,u.lrqand~. FlgureIlT1IynatdllOlolaIId.. loranclomrounding.
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E.I. Beneficiaries by Occupation Type, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998 & 2000
Management
Business, Finance and AdministrativeC1e_
Natural and Applied Sciences and Related
He""
Social SCience, Education, Government and Religion
Art, Culture, Recreation and $port
~:es~ra=and Equipment Operator and Rela\e(
Construction Labourer and Related
Fish Harvester
Other Primary
Manufacturing and Other Processing
Undefined or Missina OCCuoa&n- Code
TOLII
1998
2,030
3,225
4,935
3,160
1,900
3,610
785
19,070
19,620
12,760
12,135
4,640
9,145
2,435
35
..
2000
1,990
2,975
4,535
3,045
1,230
2,950
76.
18,485
19,330
15,130
13,540
4,205
9,580
2,305
15
100055
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Aborighrol POJiularion
1996Ct"SIIS
Total Aboriginal North AmeriC<lO Indian M~tis liogle Inuit liogle Multiple Aboriginal Other Aboriginl1 Total non-Aboriginal
GeoiT1lphy population siogler..spotue response response responses re.po"se pop~laliOI1
Canada 799,010 519,035 204,115 40,125 6,415 19,215 27.719,115
Newfoundland 14,200 4,355 4,555 4,120 '80
." 532,955
DlvIJlonNIl.IO·Labrador 8,780 1,385 3,5SS 3,690 120
"
20,300
DivisionNo.IO,Subd.A 0 0 0 0 0 0 90
L'AnseauLQup 80 0 80 0 0 0 'OS
Red Bay 0 0 0 0 0 0
'"L'Anse IU Clair 10 0 10 0 0 0 'SO
Fattenu
"
0 35 10 0 0
'"Wut St. MOOcste IS 10 10 0 0 0
'"Pinware 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
to Divi.ionNo.IO,Subd.B no 0 315 10 0 0 230
l'ottllopeSinlplOn '60 0 43S
"
0 0 'IS
St. lewis 210 0
'"
0 0 0 10'
Mary'sllarbour 160 0 '60 0 0 0 315
C.rtWright 'SO 0 '00 40 0 0 85
Charloltelown 260 0
'"
0 0 0 70
DiviJionNo.lO,Subd.C .60
'" "
30 10
"
.,
Rigolel 230 0 0 220 0 0 30
NorlhWuIRI"er 310 10 100
'"
10 ,
'"HappyVIlley-GooseBay 2,700
"
1,315 1,225 90 0 5,860
DiviJionNo.IO,Subd.D 30
"
0 0 0 0 '85
LabradorCil)' 140
"
15 30 10 0 8,305
W.bush
"
0 10 0 0 0 1,995
DivisionNo.1O,Subd.E 360 350 0 10 10 ,
"MallO\li\.:
'"
0 0 2" 0 0
"'Hopedllle
'"
0 10 ", 0 0 41
Nain 910 0 10 900 0 , 85
PO$lIIil1e 200 , 10
'"
, 0
"
Source: 1996CensusofCanilda
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Introduction
The College of the North Atlantic is a leader in providing affordable, quality training
designed to meet the existing and emerging needs of today's labour market. With the
increased interest in the fishing industry in Labrador, the Innu of Labrador are becoming
more aware ofthe need for specific training in order (0 acquire the necessary knowledge and
skllls to obtain employment. In order to meet the training needs of this industry, the Happy
Valley-Goose Bay (HVGB)Campus has compiled the following information package on
what our College system can offer to help develop skill sets within the lnnu community of
Sheshatshiu.
The College of the North Atlantic, HVGB, welcomes the opportunity to work with
representatives of the lnnu ofLabrador, and Coastal Labrador Fisheries Ltd. in developing
human resources that will enable the development of sustainable commercial fishing
enterprises that have sound environmental and conservation practices. An affiliation is
necessary and can be developed between the Campus and the Innu to develop the skill sets
required for the self-sufficiency in fisheries management and planning which will lead to an
increase in the quality of life in Labrador Innu communities. The lnnu of Labrador must
develop their own expertise and there is now a perfect opportunity to begin this process.
College Partnerships
For the past several years, the Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus of the College ofthe North
Atlantic has established and maintained healthy relationships with many organizations and
businesses located throughout Labrador. A large number ofstudents have participated in the
:'I various programs and courses offered by the College both on campus and in Coastal learning
centres. We have a very well established contact list with many groups, and lines of
communication are always open. Training opportunities are well advertised and COnlaCl
i'l
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people are always available for discussions regarding possible training deliveries. The
College has a track record that speaks for itself.
Training Opportunities
As a public College, we ofTer a wide range of programs and courses in order to meet the
many demands and needs ofsociety. Depending on the background of the student, he or she
may slart in our Access to Training and Careers Program which is designed to prepare that
person for their career choice, or he/she may enrol in one of our many short term or long
term courses and programs. A description ofsome ofthese training opportunities is provided
bellow.
Access to Training & Careers (ATC)
The ATe program provides students with an opportunity to participate in a [wo week career
exploration componenl which involves self-assessment, career planning, and job research.
Students in conjunction with the instructor, will then design their own program plan based
on the results of this career exploration. This program plan could include upgrading to
acquire a Level III certificate, or access to post·secondary programs and courses that may be
transferred directly into CollegelUniversity programs.
Nalural Resource Technician - Northern Studies
The Northern Natural Resources Technician Program is designed to produce competent
technicians for various wildlife, forestry and fisheries agencies with major emphasis on
working in northern climates. Content lor this program was taken from the Fish and Wildlife
Technician Program. The concept of proper management ofour natural resources using the
principles of sustainable development, integrated resource policy for ecosystem based
management has become the nonn in our global community. Industries and all levels of
government around the world are beginning to apply these principles to the management,
!J
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protection, and utilization ofour existing and changing environment and its resources. The
program provides a balance of field and office experiences that includes a significant
computer based dala collection and analysis component.
Graduates ofthis program are qualified for employment throughout Canada with federal and
provincial governments and with private industry. Government agencies may include the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Parks Canada, and the Department of Forestry,
Resources, and Agrifoods. Typical job duties may include protection and enforcement,
resource inventory, site classification, habilat protection and improvement, environmental
impact assessments, parks programs, providing technical support and environmental
education programs.
The Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus is currently recruiting for a new intake of students
into this program for this coming semester. The next intake, if need for this program
continues to rise, will be August, 2003. However, specific courses from the program can be
selected and delivered specifically for the Innu Fisheries Strategy if deemed appropriate.
These courses can be scheduled accordingly. For a description of each individual course,
please see Appendix A.
Occupational Health & Safety Courses
The College of the North Atlantic, Happy Valley CllmpUS, presently offers a number of
Workplace Health & Safety courses that are requirements for a wide range of training
programs. These courses include: S1. John's Ambulance, Standard First Aid, CPR.,
Marine Advanced First Aid, WHMIS, Confined Spaces, Powcrline Hazards, Tramc
Control Persons. and Transportation of Dangerous Goods. Soon to be added are courses
in Trenching and Excavation, and Fall Protection. These courses are geared toward the
safety of the individual in a variety of work envirOnments and cover the following topics:
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Standard Firsl Aid - 2 Days
.., Emergency Scene Management
.., Shock, Unconscious and Fainting
.., Artificial Respiration
.., Choking - Adult
.., Severe Bleeding
.., One Rescuer CPR - Adult
.., Secondary Survey
.., Eye Injuries
.., Burns
.., Bone & Joint Injuries
.., Head & Spinal Injuries
.., Wound Care
.., Medical Conditions
CPR - Heart Slarl- I Day (Standard Firse Aid is Prerequisiee)
"f> Emergency Scene Managemene
"'i) Artificial Respiration
"f> Child Resuscitation
"f> Infant Resuscitation
~ Cardiovascular Emergencies & One Rescuer CPR
~ 2 Rescuer CPR
c{> Secondary Survey
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Marine Advanced First Aid· 3 Day Course
c{> Includes the topics covered in the 2·day standard First Aid
Course plus the following:
~ Body Structure & Functions
~ Environmental Illnesses
c{> First Aid Kits (Marine)
c{> Toxicological Hazards
~ Rescue At Sea
c{> Radio Medical Advice
c{> Phannacology
WHMIS·IDay
c{> Regulations Under The Law
c{> Responsibilities
c{> How Chemical Properties Can Enter Your Body
c{> How Chemical Products Can Affect You
c{> Supplier Labels
c{> Workplace labels
q) Blood Borne Pathogens
Material Safety Date Sheets (MSDS) - 1 Day
,/ Physical Data
,/ Fire & Explosion Data
,/ Reactivity Data
,/ Toxicological Properties
,/ Preventive Measures
,/ Hazardous Ingredients
'i
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./ First Aid Measures
Transportation of Dangerous Goods - I Day
./ The Act
./ Classification
./ Documentation
./ General
./ Info Required On Shipping Documents
./ Waste Manifest
,/ Other Requirements
Safety Marks
Labels
Placards
Signs
Marks
Safety Requirements For Handling For OITering For
Transport
Permits
Inspectors
Confined Spaces - 1 Day
Definition ofConfined Space
Potential Hazards
Oxygen Deficiency
Flammable GasesfExplosive Atmospheres
Toxic Vapors
Other Hazards
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Isolation Procedures
Electrical Energy
Lockout Procedures
Slored Energy
Harmful Substances
Purging
Ventilation
Testing The Confined Space
Personal Protective Equipment
Pre Enll)' Planning
Entry Procedures
The Safe Work Pennit
Rolc ofObserver/Attendant
Emergency Procedures
Powerline Hazards - J Day
The Act
Electricity - How It Works
Insulators And Conductors
Electrical Paths - Your Body as a Conductor
Circuit Protection Devices
Why Shock Kills - Voltage, Current, Resistance
OI-lMSLaw
Inspecting Your Work Area
Personal & Protective Equipment
Contacting Overhead Power Lines
Contacting Underground Power Lines
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Regulations for CraneIBoom Truck Operators
Written Clearances From Utility Companies
Tag Lines
Workers Right To Refuse Work
Transportation Of High Loads
Leaving A Piece OfEnergized Equipment
Traffic Control Person - 4 Hour Course
The Act
Rolc of the Flagperson
Personal Safety Equipment
Traffic Control After Dark
Dressing For The Job
Physical Requirements For The Job
Where To Stand
How To Signal
2 Way Radio Use
Altcrnate Hand Signals
Rights Under The Law
Typical Signage
Stopping Distances For Traffic
Dust Suppression
A common themc thought out many of our safety courses relates to the cause and effect
of toxicological hazards in particular chemicals, refrigerants and gases. Appendix B
gives specific infonnation on the safety use of toxic substances in land based and marine
environments.
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Marine Institute Partnership
The College orthe North Atlantic and the Marine Institute has a Memorandum of
Understanding recognizing the interrelationship of it's institutional mandates and are
committed to working cooperatively to deliver consistent, high quality service and
programs.
The Labrador District has a vel)' good working relationship with Marine Institute. The
Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus has helped with the logistics and hiring of instructors
for many successful training sessions in our region. Below are some examples of our
working relationship with Marine Institute in delivering courses outside of the St. John's
We have participated in the following course deliveries:
./ Fishing Master (Class IV) program-delivered in Port Hope Simpson from
February to April 2001 (45 days).
./ Shrimp Trawl Construction, Repair and Operation-delivered in West St. Modeste
from February to March 2000 (10 days).
./ Marine Emergency Duties-delivered in Nain and Happy Valley-Goose Bay
Below is II list of Professional Fish Harvesters Certification Courses available
through our partnership with Marine Institute:
Course
Fishing Master IV
Fishing master TIl
Shrimp Trawl Construction, Repair
and Operation
Basic Net Construction and Repair
Duration
lDavs)
40 (exciudingMEDAI & first Aid)
45 (inciudingMEDAI & Firs/Aid)
40
[0
10
10
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Course Duration(Days)
Managing Your Fishing Enterprise 10
Introduction to Navigation and Safety 10
Responsible Fishing
Shrimp Trawl Design, Performance
and Operation
Shrimp Handling and Holding
Onboard
Practical Mathematics
Fisheries Resource Management
Ocean Environment
10
Below is a list of Seafood Processing Sector Training Courses available through our
partnership with Marine Institute:
Course Duration(Days)
Orientation to Sanitation and Hygiene 2
Introduction to HACCP
Northern Shrimp Handling and
Processing
Snow Crab Handling and Processing
First Line Supervisors
QMPRlHACCP
Chargehand
Factory Clean-up
Sanitation & Hygiene Series: Process
Related
11
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Course DurationfDavs
Sanitation & Hygiene Series: Program 1
Review
Facilities & Equipment
Certificate in Quality Assurance
Certificate in Fundamentals of
Seafood Processing
Customized Training Program
12 weeks
12 weeks
Through our Community and Corporate Services and Continuing Education division,
CNA offers evening courses and customized training programs to agencies, government
departments, industry, and the general public. Training arcas offered include Information
Technology, Engineering, Medical Sciences, Natural Resources, Personal Interest, Credit
Courses, Oil Related Training and Seminars and Workshops.
Here are some examples of training that has been offered in the Labrador District through
this division. A two-week program in Environmental Sampling Training for Innu
Environmental in our North West River Learning centre in June 2000. The program
content was determined by Innu Environmental, Jacques Whitford, and College
representatives. Topics for this training included: General Introduction; Map
Reading/Compass and GPS use; Water and Sediment Sampling Techniques; Fish Survey
Techniques; Marine Wildlife Survcy Tcchniques; Ground Wildlife Idcntification
Techniques; Aerial Wildlife Survey Techniques; and Wildlife Habitat and Plant Ecology.
12
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Tourism Training
The following programs or selected courses/components have potential relationship for
the tourism (i.e. Commercial Outfitting Operations) side oflhe fisheries strategy:
Long Term Training
,/ Tourism Studies Program-Two year diploma program-Graduates of this
program may find employment with travel agencies, airlines, tour operators,
car rental agencies, travel insurance representatives, cruise lines, hotels,
motels, resorts, bed and breakfasts. restaurants, beverage operations, lourist
infonnation centres and other related businesses depending upon the option
selected in year two,
./' Adventure Tourism - Outdoor Recreation Program-Two year diploma
program-This program provides students with a solid foundation in the
natural sciences and social history of the province and a strong base in
outdoor leadership skills and techniques. The ability for graduates to
deliver high quality environmental and cultural interpretation to a broad
audience in a fundamental goal of the program. The program addresses
"excellence" by assisting students in becoming confident leaders skilled in
imparting information to others in an interesting and enjoyable way.
./' Commercial Baking-37 week program-Successful students will find
employment as baker's helper or bakers in small bakeries, hotels and
restaurants.
./' Commercial Cooking-37 week program-8ucccssful students will find
employment as Junior cooks in the Food Service Industry.
-/" Heritage Interprctation-34 week certificate program-Students learn to
appreciate and interpret our past cultures, achievements and modern
advances and they develop an understanding ofllie adventure tourism
industry. They will also be able to specialize in either Ecological
Interpretation or Cultural Interpretation.
./' Food, Beverage, and Lodging Certificate-32 week program-Students
learn about the tourism industry and communication/customer service skills
and will have a hands on training experience.
./ Tourism Foundations Certificate-32 week program-Offers training to
youth exploring their career options. Students participate in courses in
tourism, tourism service and oral communications and they also get hands
on training in the Adventure tourism and Food and Beverage sectors of the
industry.
Note: Again, these programs can be delivered either as a total program or customized
through a selection of specific courses appropriate to the Innl! Fisheries Strategy.
lJ
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Short Term Training and Seminar Courses
./ Front Line Hospitality Worker-6 weeks
./ Small Business Owner/Operator-2 weeks
./ Interpreting Cultural Interactions with the Sea
./ Interpreting Artifacts
./ Interpreting the Cultural Landscape
,/ Front Line Tourism Services Worker
./ Front Desk
./ Dining Room Operations
./ Bar and Beverage Operation
./ Heritage Interpretation I and II
./ Interpreting the Environment
./ Interpreting Cultural Interactions with Wildlife
./ Interpreting Cultural Interactions with Flora
Sample of Seminar Courses
./ Local Tour Guide
,/ Special Events Planning
,/ Room Anendant
,/ Menu Development & Pricing
,/ Customer Service
./ Responsible Beverage Service
Other Programs
Components of these programs could be delivered locally leading 10 the final completion
at one ofour lsI and campuses:
./ Environmental Technology-3 year diploma program-Successful
graduates may obtain employment in government or private industry.
Employment would include such work as providing technical support to
professional pollution control specialists, providing technical assistance
with impact assessment studies to finns and/or consultants, and assisting
government and industry in promoting their environmental educational
programs. Students of this program will receive a multidisciplinary training
in chemical, biological, and engineering science focused on dealing with
environmental pollution and sustainable development.
14
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./ Continuous Quality Improvement Specialist-This program is designed to
provide the knowledge and skills necessary to lead an organization in
focusing on the needs of the customer. It examines leadership and
management skills that are consistent with total quality improvement,
develops leadership skills that encourages teamwork, applies quality tools
and techniques essential in the organization and management of projects,
and analyzes the various techniques ofstatistical process control to
effectively measure the perfonnance ofa quality process. Note: This
program is delivered through Distributed Learning, Grand Falls-Windsor
Campus.
,/ Business AdministrationIManagement-Oneffwoffhree year
program-Graduates of the Business Administration program may have the
opportunity to transfer credits to institutions such as: Certified General
Accountants' Association of Canada; The Society of Managemcnt
Accountants: University College of Cape Breton; Memorial University of
Newfoundland; University of Lethbridge; Lakehead University, etc.
Transfer of Credits
Thc College of the North Atlantic has an agreement with Memorial University of
Newfoundland giving credit for specific College courses. A yearly transfer guide is
published by the Newfoundland and Labrador Council on Higher Education. This guide
is also available online at: hup://www.edu.gov.nf.ca/council Many of our courses have
been recognized and accepted by a numbcr of learning institutions across Canada.
Previous Program Deliveries
Labrador Inuit Association/Labrador Inuit Development Comoration;
9> Inuit Access Program (Skills Readiness)· Nain, Hopedale
c{> Navigation Training - Nain
9> Mobile Crane Operator Program (Phase I & II) - Nain
c{> Office Administration Program - Nain, Makkovik, Rigolet
15
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cob Adult Basic Education (Now Access to Training and Careers)· NaiD, Davis Inlcl,
Makkovik, Postville, Rigolet, North West River, Port Hope Simpson, West SL
Modeste.
c:O Marine Emergency Duties A2 - Nain
c::> DrillerlBlasting - Nain
c::> Northern Hospitality Training· Hopedale, Postville, Makkovik, Nain
q;, Carpenuy Training - Postville, Makkovik, Rigolet
Innll Band Council·
~ Access to Training & Careers - Davis Inlet, North West RivcrlSheshatshiu
9> Early Childhood Education - NWR/SSS
c(> Heavy Equipment Operator - PI - Davis Inlet
9> Employability Skills Training - Davis Inlet
9> Carpentry Training - Davis Inlet
c::> Home Support Woricer Program - Davis Inlet
IDOl! Environmental Development"
eb Environmental Sampling Course - NWRlSSS
Other Contract Training:
,,{ House Maintenance Manager Training· Naskapi Band ofQuebec
ct} Shrimp Trawl ConstruclionlRepair· L'Anse Au Loup (Marine Institute Course)
ct} Computer Training - Tomgat Fish Producers· Makkovik
ct} Fishing Masters 4 • Port Hope Simpson
16
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Distributed Learning Services
The Distributed Learning Services is a new delivery method being used by the College of
the North Atlantic to provide the public \Vim easier access to credit and non-credit
COUf~es from their own homes or place of work. Through the use of traditional distance
education methods and computer technology, students arc able to access courses using
the Internet. Distributed learning involves using computers and telecommunications
technology in combination with other media to make learning opportunities accessible to
learners who are otherwise constrained by time and geography. This approach allows for
students and instructors to interact by way ora digital network from different locations al
times thai afC more convenient for both.
Infonnation is exchanged between the instructor and the student by a number of methods,
the most conunon being electronic mail or E-mail and the WebCT (World Wide Web
Course Tools) site through the World Wide Web.
Students who participate in distributed learning should be self-motivated and may want to
use these courses to start or enhance their post-secondary studies. Some courses that may
be ofintcrcst to potential or current employees could include:
NOTE: Some courses require prerequisites
Courses Available:
v" Manual and Computerized Accounting
v" Fish and Wildlife Biology
v" Communication Skills
v" Workplace Correspondence
v" Report Writing
v" Variety ofcomputer courses
17
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,/ Process Improvement
,/ Leadership Skills
./ Introduction to Business
,/ Business Planning
,/ Entrepreneurial Studies
./ Marketing
,/ Office Management Courses
,/ Productivity Tools
./ Human Resource Management
./ Customer Service
,/ Recruitment/Selection & TrainingIDevelopment
./ Introduction to Research
,/ Customer Relations Management
./ Internet Marketing
Possible Funding Agencies
There are many different sources of funding that one may access for training and business
opportunities in Newfoundland and Labrador. Human Resources Development Canada,
Human Resources & Employment, Labrador Inuit Association, Innu Band Council,
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Labour Market Development Association,
Labrador Inuit Development Association, and the Labrador Community Development
Corporalion are a few of these agencies dIat provide funding for training and projects.
Please see the Appendix C for more infonnation on these organizations.
18
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Long-Term Possibilities
The College of tile North Atlantic is a learning institution which caters 10 the needs ora
large population. Over the years, the Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus has been striving
to meet the individual needs afthe people of Labrador and can also customize training in
support of the immediate and long-term objectives identified by the Innu. The College of
the North Atlantic is able to adjust training time (seasonal delivery), course content to
meet industry needs. and we can accommodate bolh the short-term and long-term training
options foreseen by our clients.
A particularly attractive option for the Innu is thaI studellts may obtain upgrading in order
to prepare for further training and then slowly build up hislher skills and knowledge in a
variety of difTercnl areas. A person may access,training all year round, not just from
September to June. Our building is open all summer long to ensure thai courses and
programs are available for people at their convenience. A person may start with
upgrading, continue on with a cenificate or diploma program, take a DL course (credit,
non-credit or personal interest), or complete short term workshops/seminars. The
credentials awarded will depend on the training successfully completed. We offer
certificates, diplomas, transcripts for these programs and for individual courses completed
and certificates ofComplelionIParticipation.
In order for the College of the Nonh Atlantic to effectively train employees, a needs
assessment must be conducted to detennine their background education level. From this
point, we can move on and actually start training potential employees accordingly.
Upgrading may be required for some of the workers, others may benefit from individual
courses designed to assistlhcm in the workplace, office related courses/programs may be
beneficial for a few employees, and ycl others may participate in more boat/trawl related
courses.
'I
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The Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus is a very flexible institution and is ready to meet the
needs oCthe Innu in developing skill sels and expenise thai will support an lnnu
Commercial Fishery. Our involvement in training is for the long-term in order 10 provide
the people of Labrador with a solid background in the employment area ofchoice. The
College afme Nonh Atlantic, Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus, is commiued to the social
and economic development of Labrador and can otTer a range ofeducational services and
programs to assist lIle Innu of Labrador in achieving the objectives ohheir slrategic plan
for fisheries.
Additional Information
SCt:: t~e appendix for morc information on our Labrador District campuses, and Learning
Centres. If you need more specific information on any topic in this package, you can
contact the following individuals.
Mary leBlanc
Community Relations Officer
Happy Valley-Goose Bay Campus
Telephone: 709 896-6315
FAX: 709 896-953313733
Email: MaryLeBlanc@nonhatlanlic.nf.ca
Valerie Andersen
Inuit Education Coordinator
Nonh West River Learning Centre
Telephone: 709497-8595
FAX: 709497-8796
Email: valerieanderscn@nQohal!antic.nf.ca
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FISHERIES ACT
Aboriginal Communal Fishing Licences
Regulations (SOR/93-332)
P.C. 1993-1318 16 June, 1993
Page lof4
His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the
recommendation of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, pursuant
to section 43* of the Fisheries Act, is pleased hereby to revoke
the Aboriginal Fisheries Agreements Regulations, made by Order in
Council P.C. 1992-1456 of June 26, 1992**, and to make the annexed
Regulations respecting fishing carried on in accordance with
aboriginal communal fishing licences, in substitution therefor.
S,C.1991,c.l,s.12
.. SOR/n-415, 1992 C~n~d~ Goz"n" PStt II, p. 3071
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REGULATIONS RESPECTING FISHING CARRIED ON IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ABORIGINAL COMMUNAL FISHING LICENCES
1. These Regulations may be cited as the Aboriginal Communal
Fishing Licences Regulations.
2. In these Regulations,
"aboriginal organization" includes an Indian band, an Indian band
council, a tribal council and an organization that represents a
territorially based aboriginal community; (organisation
autochtone)
"designated" means, in respect of a person or vessel, designated
in the licence or in accordance with the method of designation
specified in the licence; (designe)
"licence" means a communal licence issued under section 4;
(permis)
"Minister" means, in respect of
(a) fisheries for fish and species of fish described in
subsection 3(1) of the Quebec Fishery Regulations, 1990, in the
waters referred to in that subsection, the Quebec Minister of
the Environment and Wildlife,
(a.l) fisheries in the non-tidal waters of Ontario, the Minister
of Natural Resources for Ontario, and
(b) any other fishery, the Minister of fisheries and Oceans.
ministre)
SOR/94-390, s. 1; SOR/94-531, ss. 1, 2; SOR/95~106, s. 1.
3. (1) These Regulations apply in respect of
(a) fisheries in Canadian fisheries waters in and adjacent to
Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, Newfoundland and the Northwest Territories;
(b) fisheries in the tidal waters in and adjacent to Manitoba;
(c) fisheries in tidal waters in and adjacent to the Yukon
Territory and fisheries in the Yukon Territory for fish of an
anadromous stock of chum salmon, coho salmon, chinook salmon,
pink salmon, sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, the family
Coregonidae {whitefish and cisco} or Arctic char; and
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(d) fisheries in the waters of the Areas enumerated and
described in Schedule II to the Pacific Fishery Management Area
Regulations and salmon fisheries in British Columbia.
(2) These Regulations do not apply in respect of national parks.
SOR/94-390, s. 2; SOR/94-531, 55. 3, 4; SOR/95-l06, s. 2.
4. The Minister may issue a communal licence to an aboriginal
organization to carryon fishing and related activities.
5. (1) For the proper management and control of fisheries and
the conservation and protection of fish, the Minister may specify
in a licence any condition respecting any of the matters set out
in paragraphs 22(1) (b) to (z.l) of the Fishery (General)
Regulations and any condition respecting any of the following
matters, without restricting the generality of the foregoing:
(a) the species and quantities of fish that are permitted to be
taken or transported;
(b) the method of designation of persons and vessels, when and
the method by which the licence holder is to notify the Minister
of designations, the documents that constitute proof of
designation, when, under what circumstances and to whom proof of
designation must be produced, and the documents or information
that designated persons and vessels must carry when carrying on
fishing and related activities;
(e) the method to be used to mark and identify vessels and
fishing gear i
(d) the locations and times at which landing of fish is
permitted;
(e) the method to be used for the landing of fish and the
methods by which the quantity of the fish is to be determined;
(f) the information that a designated person or the master of a
designated vessel is to report to the Minister or a person
specified by the licence holder, prior to commencement of
fishing, with respect to where and when fishing will be carried
on, including the method by which, the times at which and the
person to whom the report is to be made;
(g) the locations and times of inspections of the contents of
the hold and the procedure to be used in conducting those
inspections;
(h) the mal<imum number of persons or vessels that may be
designated to carryon fishing and related activities;
Abociginat Communal rishing Licences Regulations
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(i) the maximum number of designated persons who may fish at any
one time;
(j) the type, size and quantity of fishing gear that may be used
by a designated person;
(k) the circumstances under which fish are to be marked for
scientific or administrative purposes; and
(1) the disposition of fish caught under the authority of the
licence.
(2) A designation referred to in paragraph 0) (b) shall be in
writing. SOR/94-390, s. 3.
6. In the event of any inconsistency, in respect of fishing and
related activities carried on in accordance with a licence,
between the conditions of the licence and any other regulations
made under the Fisheries Act, the conditions of the licence
prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.
7. No person carrying on fishing or any related activity under
the authority of a licence shall contravene or fail to comply with
any condition of the licence.
8. No person other than a designated person may fish under the
authority of a licence.
9. (1) No person who is authorized to fish under the authority
of a licence shall fish for or catch and retain any species of
fish in any area of the waters referred to in subsection 3 (1)
during the close time beginning on December 29 and ending on
December 31.
(2) The close time established by subsection (1) is considered
to be fixed separately and individually with respect to any
species of fish found in any of the waters referred to in
subsection 3(1). SOR/94-390, s. 4.
10. [Revoked, SOR/94-390, s. 4J
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Report of the Independent
Panel on Access Criteria
8 Aboriginal and Nunavut Access
The issue of Aboriginal and NunavuT participation and access to the fishery
required s!",cial considerntion in the Pand's deliberations; Aboriginal
pjll,'ticipation because of the constitutional position of Aboriginal peoples,
and Nunavut bec:luse of its newness as a participant in the fisheries
management process. Aboriginal parties in the provinces and Nunavut
require additional suppon to build capacity for effective p:.uticipation.
8.1 Aboriginal Participation
Aboriginal peoples have been historically und"r-represented as participants
in the Adantic fisheries and in many parts of the Atlantic economy.
Mi'kmaq, M,.liscct and Passamaquoddy, Inuit and M~tis leaders have
wacke<! tin~lessJy and diligently over the last two centuries to ensure: that
their way of life is respected and that they have the ffiC2ns to suppon
individuals, familie' ~nd communities. Regaining ~ccess to traditional
~ctivities such as fishing and hunting and ensuring that individuals and
communities c:rn participate in them as commercial activities h~s been an
important objective of their development strategy. The department's
Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) and the MarsiJalJ decision by the
Supreme Court of C~n~da have assisted substantially in funhering these
objectives.
The Mar/hall decision changed the w:ltersc~pc of the Atlantic fisheries.
Among uther things, the decision Stated that the Mi'kma<t have a tr~ty
right to catch ~nd seU fish and to Cllm a moderate living from the proceeds
As Justice Binnie of the Supreme Coun put it: "the treary rights are limited
to securing necessaries (which I construe in the modem contcxt ~s
e<tuivalem to ~ moderate livelihood) and do nO! exrend to the open-ended
accumulation of wealth." The Supreme Court of C~nad~ dermed a
modente livelihood as "such basics as food, elothing and housing,
supplememed by a few amenities but not the ~ccumulationof wealth. It
addresses day-to..day needs. lIDs was the common interpretation in 1760
It is fair that it be given this interpretation today," This tTe~ry tight is ~
cnllectiveright.
Section 35(1) of the Conrfihftion Arl, 1982 recognizes and affirms the
existing Aboriginal ~nd treaty rigltlS of Aboriginal peoples. The Manhall
decision recognizes a constitutionally protected right to fish in pursuit of a
modente livelihood. This protection changes the nature of Aboriginal
participation in the Atlantic fishery from that of individuals who enjoy a
privilege like thaI of non-Aboriginal fishers, to communities who have ~
right to participate commercially and to earn a certain level of income from
"
The effect of the Manhall decision is to require that access criteria ensure
that the Aboriginal right to fish in pursuit of a moderate income is
recognized as a priority, and that decision-making proceSSeS regarding
access involve significant, substantial:.illd effective Aboriginal participation,
The Panel's mandate requires members to be: cognizant of armngemems
made for Aboriginal fisheries under the AFS and in the wake of the
MarJhall decision. Panel members were pleased to find among non-
Aboriginalfishe~awillingnesstosharetheresourccswithnativefishcrs.
However, their suppon was often contingent on all commercial fisheries
obeying the same rules under DFO's manag<:mcnt and on the condition
that new native fisheries nOf add to the rusting fishing capacity. On the
other hand, some native intervenors put forward the view that they have
the right to manage their own fisheries independendy of DFO, as a
constitutional right.
The Panel heard concerns about food fisheries taking pla<;:e outside
tegulated fishing seasons, as well as about food fish being sold
commercially. Non-Aboriginal fishers also voiced complaints about the
inflation produced in the value of lieeno::es by DFO putehasing them for
the benefit ofAbotiginal fishermen.
Most Aboriginal fishing organizations the Panel oonsulted wanted more
access [0 the fishery, emphasi?jng its importance to their economic
devclopmcm. Some were already deeply engaged in an expanding
commercial fishery and were taking full advantage of new opportunities.
One example is the Eska50ni Fish and Wildlife Commission, which is
dcscribedbeJow.
Under the AFS, some steps have been taken to increase Aboriginal
participation in the commercial fishery. In addition, following the Manh"U
decision, some 200 inshore fishing licences have been putchased and
tnnsferred to First Nations. It is cstimated that Aboriginal fishers account
for 3.3 peKent of all commercial lobster lio::ences in the Maritimes and
Quebec, 7 percent of the crab quota in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
and Scotian Shelf, and S peteell1 of the overall quota for shrimp. According
to a survey by thc Adantic Policy Congress, 1,282 members of First
N<l.tions now work in fishing and iobs related to fishing.
Although the past decade has seen significant progress, the Aboriginal
groups with whom the Pane! met would like the process to be speeded up.
The prospe<;:t of in<;:rcascd access to the commercial fishery has stimulated
considerable imerest in Adantie Aboriginal communities, "'ruch sec it as a
way of rcdudng dependence on welfare and othet b'Ovemmcnt ttllnsfers. In
Labrador, Northem Quebec and NunaVl.lt, the commercial fishery is seen
as one of a very limited number of ways of providing increased <,<onomic
opponunitics to a rnpidly growing population
R<portof<h"],,d"pcndcnll'andon Acc<$,C";r<ri.
Thc government's policy is to continue to increase Aboriginal participation
in rhe commercial fishery, and some decisions havc given Aboriginal
groups preferential access when increased resources became av:lilable
However, because of the need to :lvoid eX:lcerb:lting the problem of
overcapacity in the industry, the government has chosen to purchase
CJtisting licrnces and transfer them to Aboriginal communities, rather than
to issue new ones. A difficult situation may arise in the future if a shortage
of fishers willing to seU their Iicenccs to the government at reasonable
prices constrains the government's ability to meet its constitutiorutl
obligations under the Mal1baU decision through a Iiccnce buy-back
progrnm.
Most Aboriginal groups consulted by the Panel cxpccncd a strOng
prcference for dealing directly with DFO on matters concerning access on
a govemment-to-government basis, rather than participating with non-
Aboriginal parties in decision-making groups such as those formed under
Imegntted Fisheries M:l.lIagement Plans (IFMPs). Because of their
constitutional standing, they regard themselves as being in a materially
different situation from other groups for whom access is a privilege rather
than a right. The Panel recognizes the reasons for this approach but
considers that, in the longer term when Aboriginal groups are well
established in the commercial fishery, there would be practical advantages
to their participation with all other parties in rhe decision-making process,
in the interests of an integrated approach to resource management and, in
particular, in the interests of conservation. In summary, the Panel
recommends that Aboriginal peoples be significantly and effectively
represented in all deeision-making processes celared to access.
8.1.1 Eskasoni Fish and Wildlife Commission
The Panel's visit to the Eskasoni reserve in Nova Scoda provided an
instance of the opportunities offered to Aboriginal communities as a
result of the AFS and the Manhal/ decision. Located on the shores of
the Bras d'Or Lakes, Eskasoni is the largest TCserve in Atlantic Canada;
with a population of about 3,400 people, it benefits from a number of
public services (health centre, community r:lIlio Station) and a dynamic
Fish and Wildlife Commission.
The Eskasoni Fish and Wildlife Commission (EFWq was created in
the 1990s with AFS funding. Its commercial fishing activities expanded
after the M"rrh,,1/ decision: 100 people, on-reserve, are now fishing
commercially on four vessels, two in the Bras d'Or Lakes, two in the
open ocean. The EFW'C is shopping for licences for morc access to the
fishery. The EFWC is well integrated into the Atlamic fishing world. Its
director, Charlie Dennis, sits on the FRCC; it has a creditable research
program in the Bras d'Or Lakes and it collaborates with Canso
Fisheries on an exploratory fishingv,:nture.
8.2 Nunavut
The new territory of NunaV\lt ""'s cre:l.ted un April 1, 1999, after many
years of discussion and negotiations between the Inuit of the Eastern and
Cemf'll Arctic and the Canadian government. Nunavut comprises almost
one·fifth of Canada's tow area, with a population of approximately 28,000,
of whom 85 percent are Inuit, and half are undet the age o( 25. Of the 26
communities in Nunavut, 25 are coaStal, with a historic attachment to the
sea and marine resources that pre-dates European contact.
Access to the fishery in Nunavulgives rise to distinctpoUtical and
constitutional concerns that must be addressed prior to any consideration
of access in the Adantic fishery generally. At a governmentallcvel, the new
territory of Nunavut is a geo-political entity akin to the existing Atlantic
provinces in legislative powen and economic development interests. As in
the case of southern Aboriginal fisheries, however, claims to access in
NunaV\lt must De understood in the context of Section 35 of the
Co"l1imb"o" Act, 1982 and land claims agreements. 'Ibe N""m,'/ll La"d Claim,
Agrnmml, signed by the Inuit of the Nunavut Settlement Area and the
government of Canada in 1993, gnnts the Nunavut Wildlife Management
Board (NWMB) responsibility over issues regarding access and allocation
in fisheries within the Nunavut Settlement Area, which extends to the 12-
mile territorial sea. Outside the Nunavut Settlement Area, the Agreement
requires the fedcral g<:!vemmem to seek the advice of the NWMB with
respect to decisions regarding access and allocations affecting Inuit
harvesting rights within the settlement area. The Agreement recognizes the
importance of access to the fishery, particularly the importance of
adjacency as a criterion, for economic development in Nunavut.
As the NunaV\lt government pointe<! out in its May 2001 response to the
AFPR, notwithstanding the tenns of the N""av"t Una CIoim! Agmmrflt, the
territory's extensive marine coastline and the Nunavummiut'S historic
attachment to marine resources, Nunavut's involvement in the Atlantic
fishery remains limited. When Nunavut came into existence in 1999, its
involvement in the Atlantic fishery was limited to approximately 27 percent
of the adjacent turbot and 14 percent of the adjacent Northern shrimp
fishery. Since then, NunaV\lt has been granted 100 percent of Canada's
share of the 4,000-ton cxploratory tutbot halVest in North Atlantic
Fisheries Organization (NAFO) divisions OA and lA. However, the
territory still holds no commercial groundfish licence and NunaV\lt fishers
do not qualify for AFS funding. Nunavut officials e1<ptcssed concerns
about thc low level of funding available for scientific [eseareh in their
waterS and about the lack of funding (or pOri infrastructure.
The Minister's decision with respect to turbot in division OA and the recent
Canada-Nunavut Memorandum of Understanding on Emcrging Species
Development are positive steps in the right direction. Nevertheless, it is
dear that Nunavut does not enjoy the same level of access to its adjacent
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fisheries as do the Atlantic provinces. TIle Panel is of the view that every
effort must be made to remedy this anomalou~ situation. In keeping with
the spirit of the N"nat'uf Lmd Claims Agrummt and the fair and <:onsistent
application of the adjacency principle, rhe Panel recommends that no
additional access should be granted to non-Nunavut interests in waters
adjacent to the territory until Nunavut has achieved access to a major share
of its adjacent fisheryrcsources.
9 Access Criteria
In p~us seclions of this n:port, me Pand concluded that the lad of
clarity of criteria (or granting access docs nO{ appear to be a source of
significant difficult)' for new, emerging fisheries or {or some imn-rcgional
established fisheries. However, me ahscnce of darity is :I source: ofgreat
difficulty (or other intra-regiooal establishal fishcrica and most, if nOl an.
estllblished fut\erie$ WI cross regiomLl boundaries. The point has also been
made thu !:lck of clarity not only Ields to inequities, but can also pose a
mreal10 effective resource man~cm and jnnicularly to conscfVll.uon.
In keeping with iu mandate, the Pancl has cndavourW 10 the bc:st of its
ability to refine the definitions of criteria for gn.ming access.
In its altCmpl 10 refine these: dcfinitiom, me Panel came to the condusion
that access criteria for both established fisheries and new, emcrging,
fishcric:s must necessarily bc:guided by ovc:rarching principles that reflect
fundamc:nl<l.l social values Ind constitutional nonns.In the Panel's view,
chese principles must inform, and indeed should be app~ed prior to the
app~eation or aete.5S criteria to ensufl' mal decisions I'e£1rding aceess are
both sound and widely acceptllble.
9.1 Overarching Principles
"The Panel proposes three ovenuclung principles to guide decWon making
regarding accc:s$, lisled in order or prioDI)':
9.1.1 Conservation
The AFPR document., TIM MiUIa[!I1tf1U t(FiJJNrNt .. CtnwJ.~AJ/6l1tK
CMst, dermes consetv:nioo u "sustainable use mar sareguatds
ccoIogieal procC:SkS and generic <fu.-enil)' ror the pn:scnt and ruture
generations." T£ the principle or conservation i, igno~, there is Iitde
point in discussing thc s""-ring or resource wealth,since ...-h3teva
wea.lth nuy accrue will likely prove to be no more than temporary.
9.1.2 Recognition of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights
SecDon 35(1) or the CQlutiml1ollAd, 1982 recognizes and affirms the
exjsting Aboriginal and Treaty rights or Aboriginal peoples of Canada.
The MOr1JmU decision recognizes a constitutionally protected righl to
fish in pursuit or a moderate ~velihood.This constitutional recognition
changes the nature or Aboriginal participation in the Atlantic fishery
from that or individuals who enjoy a privilege, like that of non-
Aboriginal fishers, to communities which have a right to participate
commerciaUy and to cam a certain level of income rrom the fishery.
9.1.3 Equity
The eqWlY principle has both a procedural and a suh$tllntM:
dimension. AI a procedural1cvcl, the cquil)' principle rcquira me fair
and coruinent applicuion of:iCCCS$ criteria through a dceWon.mmng
pfOCC$$ mat is opm, tnnsparent and accounable and Wt cmUte$ fair
treallnent for aU. At a SUMtllDOvc b"c!, the cquil)' CrilCrlon i$ prcmisc'd
on Ihe concept of the fishery as a common, public te$O\IKe mal shoukl
be ~n:tged in a way thai dOC$ 001 create or exacerbate ucnsivc
imcrpcnon:li or intcHtgionai disparities. Failure to 1'dp«1 both the
procedural and SUMwltive rCl:Juiremcna of the equity principle will
generate widesprnd perceptions of unfaimess and CJldusion.
The three principles have been listed in ordu of priority. The principle of
conscrvation must be: par:l.mount: if the principle of conservation is
violated, the otner two principles are rendered meaningless.
Aboriginal and treaty rightS are constitutionally unctionw. Therefore, the
recognition ofAboriginal and treaty rights must take precedence over the
principle of equity.
Pand members believe that these Inlee core principles mUSI guide,:and
indeed should be: applied prior to the application of any access criteria to
speeiflCdecisions regarding access.
9.2 Traditional Access Criteria
IPAC's mandue refers w eau.lO uaditiotuJ access criteria, pankubrly
ul.jacency, historic depcndma: and economic viability. These criteria
figured prominemly in !he Panel's consulations. As described above, some
intaveOOn ....ho appeared before the Panel argued thai i(IPAC provided
dear definirions of each mlCrion, thi$ would be sufficierlt to resolve fuwre
disputes regarding lICCCSS in !he Adantic fishery. The documem
sUI1Ut1Miring the results of the AFPR consultlltions :liso rell«u IIll: view of
a number ofimervenon that problems regarding access to established
fisheries could be: ~i1y resolo."Cd if only Ihe criteriJo ....ere clearly defined
:and applied in a consistent manner.
While lICknowiedging the importance of cbrity o{ definition and
consistency, the Pand found the followinR conclusions incSCllpable:
Definitions of the tr.o.ditional a,,~n ,rit~ril, reg:udless of how
carefullycraft~d,mustnecessarilyrelainil,onsid~l':l.bJedegree
ofeJasticity.
No single criterion Of set of criteria can automatically and
uniformly be applied to the many circumstances in which
accesslssuesansc.
II is impossible to assign weighlS ro th~ various criteria thn
v,oould be applicable in all circumsl2nccs.
Rrpon of the: Indcpef><knl Pond on Acceu Crittnl
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• No single criterion, Set of criteria or assigned ranking would be
I,lniversall)'acccptabJe
As discussed above, differences about the mCiming of historic dependence
iUustratc the difficulty of cmfting hard and fast definitions. Some
intervenors lfgued thaI historic dependence does not apply to relatively
new fisheries, while others argued that even a few years of attachment to a
fishery is sufficient to establish dependence (particularly in the context of
the groundfish collapse). Some argued that historic dependence rdates (0 a
specific stock; others argued that dependence relates to the waters
traditionally fished (again in the context of the groundfhh collapse). Similar
differences arose in defining adjacency. While some imevenors argued that
adjacency is primarily rclev:lnt in the context of inshore fisheries such as
the lobster fishery, where its application has never been in dispute, otheu
argued that adjacency extends to offshore fisheries. Some argued thac
adjacency should apply to communities directly adjacent to the fishery,
while otheu argued adjacency should apply to provinces adjacent to the
fishery resource.
It follows that judgement must l>e employed in applying the criteria to
specific cases and in weighing their importance. The central question then
becomes the process by which judgement is exercised, which will be
discussed in the last part of this repon.
While the Panel recognizes the inherent difficulties in this exercise, it has
attempted to address the crucial question set out in its mandate, of
providing clearer definitions of the traditional criteria. The Panel agrees
that established definitions of the criteria, interpreted and applied in a
manner consistent with overarching principles of cons"rvation, recognition
for Aboriginal and treaty tights and equity, as set out above, shouklleacl to
better decisions regarding access.
The Panel therefore pUIS forward the following definitions of the
traditional criteria.
9.2.1 Adjacency
The adjacency criterion requires that priority of access should be
granted to those who are closest to the fishery resource in question.
The adjacency criterion is based on tile explicit premise that those
coastal fishing communities and fishers in closest proximity to a given
fishery should gain the greatest benefit from it, and on the implicit
assumption that access based on adjacency will promote values of local
stewardship and Jocal economic development. In the caS" of near-shor"
and inshOf<'; fisheri"s, and sedentary speci<';s, the application of
adjacency as rhe sole criterion is most compelling. How<,;vet, as the
fishery moves to the mid·sl1ore and offshore, and as the species fished
become more highly migratory and mobile, adjacency as the only
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criterionfordecisiollS regarding aecessbecornes harder ro justify. In
suchcases,adjacencycannolscrveas the c:xdus.ive criterion for
granting access, but must be weighed along with other criteria,
induding historic dependence, in particular.
9.2.2 Historic dependence
"'be historic dependence crilc:rion requires thai prioricyofaceess be
gr:mted to fishers who have historicallyparudpated in and relied upon
a particular fishery, induding those who developed the fishery
Depending on the nature and history ofth, fishery, the requisite period
of dependence can vary from a few years to many decades. The historic
dependence criterion is based on the premise: that fishers who have
historicaUy fished a particularslock should enjoy privileged aceess ro
that resource to ensure their continued economic stability and viability,
as well as that of the coastal communities from which they come. The
historic dependence criterion is most compelling when applied to a
particular species that has been fished over a significant period. When
the reliance on a stock is relatively recent, or when the historic
dependence is to fishing waters ot the fishery generally rather than toa
particular SIXcies, other criteria such as adjacency may be more
applicable.
9.2.3 &onomic viability
The economic viability criterion requires that decisions regarding access
promote, rather than compromise, the economic viability of existing
participants in a particular fishery, as well as that of potential new
entrants 10 that fishery. The economic viability criteriun is based on th",
premise that decisions regarding access shuuld cnntrilmte 10 the
economic resiliency and stability of individual fishers and of the fishing
industry as a whole. At the level of the fishing =t"'rpris"" economic
viability focuses on (actors such as capacity to fish, ability to comply
with last-in-first-out rules and sound business planning. At a broad",r
level, economic viability looks at factors such as relative ",conomie
rerurn and value-added to the fishery, as well as at stability of
employment in the processing SectOr and economie b.,nefits to
dependent coastal communities. Properly applied, economic viability
should complement other access criteria in ensuring;l.n economically
and environmentallysust:tinable fishery.
The Panel recognizes that the foregoing definitions are broad and require
balancing. However, given the diversity of the Atlantic fish",ry, Panel
members do not believe that a more precise set of definitions or rigid
ranking would be workable or could gain widespread acceptance.
RePO<l of the Indepeodeot Pane! on Acces.CriteriJ.
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9.3 Conservation as an Additional Criterion
In addition to the thrl:C traditional criteria, the Panel proposes a [ounn
criterion, namely conservation. Conservation has been listed as onc of
three overardung principles; funhc:nnorc, all parties agree that
conservation exists as an imp/ia/criterion. Hence, it may appear to b"
unnecessary, if not redundant, to propose conservation as an explirit
criterion. Indeed, many intervenors regarded conservation as a given (see
Section 4).
"Inc members oflPAC do not, how~er,accept that conservation can
safely be left as a given, as an implicit criterion since implicit criteria are
easily relegated to the background and ignored. The Panel therefore
proposes the following definition of the conservation criterion:
Thc:coos<:rvarioncrirc:riO<1'C<juin:sth.. ded5ionlrc/prdingacce..
promote COfIservation, not only of di,cr= uocb, but of fi'b
habiut .nd th~ ec:osy'tern a. a wbol~. Thc app~cation of the
criterion requi<es tha! priority b"giv~n to ~ovirorun~n!'Uy
",~pofilibl~ fi~hcn engaging in sustainable fishery pncrice',
$ubject,ovcrifu.ble ..,cs,mcnlb...,donp..tpracticc,
,usccptibilityrocffecrivernonitoring,dit«tandindirccr
contribution lor.h~~nhancemcntofknowledgc andorherfaeto..
"'l.tcdlOconservarion.Invicwofitspre-eminencc .... principle
undcrlyingCan.dianfi,beriesmanagcmcnt,thecooserv.tion
criterion should b" app~ed to all access dccisioo~ independently
ofanyorhcrcrircriawhichmigh,alsob"appropriate
The significance of an explicit COnservation criterion is that it would
require whatever group, body or individual that is called upon to pass
judgement on requests for access to rake certain specific actions. The
group, body or individual would be required by the criterion to assess the
likely impact on the conservll.tion of the resource, in both the ncar and long
tenns, that could be exp<:cted to flow from granting the request. It goes
without saying rhat the assessing entity would have to be able to caU upon
unbiased scientific expertise in responding to the requirements of the
conservatloncnreoon
The granting of access can pose a potential threat 10 conselVation in at
\caSt twO ways. fim, the granting of access may draw into the fishery both
physical (vessels) and human capital which cannot be rcadily shifred out of
rhe ftshery should reduced harvests hi: callcd for. Needless 10 say, if there
are few alternative uses for that capiral, calls for reduced harvest levels,
should the need arise, will be vigorously resisted. The consCCjuen<;es for
conservation of the resource could prove 10 be disastrous.
The history ofNonhern cod is instructive, as reponed by the Fisheries
Resource Conservation Council (FReC) (A G~ltlldjisbCOIIHtwlion
FromtlWrk..for C,mMa, 1997). By the mid-1980s, it was rcaIiz<;d that the
lJ
(,uget rate of fishing monality ~rcentagc of the biomass rnkeo through
harvests) was bdng greatly exceeded, Achieving the target file of fishing
mortality would have required a substantial reduction in the TAC. Since
£JUts and fishcrsCllUld not be readily shifted out of the fishery, proposed
reductions in the TACs mCI with intense resistance. A compromise,
referred to as the "50 percent rule," was reached, whncby the planned rate
of fishing mortality for the coming season would be SCI half-w:oy hetween
the cutt<:nt actual rate of fishing monality and the "safc:" tatgel r:ltc.
There is, of COUl;C, a long list of factors that led to the collapse of the
Northern coo resource. Although the: 50 percent role was not the only
cause of the colbpse, it Wll5 a significant filctor.
Another uample of the threat to conservation (X>scd by increased ac(:~ss,
<:ited previously, is the Newfoundland snow <:l'llb fishery. It will be rc<:;illed
mat the number of temporary seasonal pennits baUooned from 400 in 1995
to 2,500 in 2lXXl. The Pand noted, with some <:on<:ern, mat holder-s of
temponry seasonal pennits are now demanding that their tempol'llry
permitS be convened into permanent licences; that the vessels appear to
have few, ifanyaltematives; and finally that the resouree abundanceis
known to be cyclical. There is absoluleJy no guarantee that the current high
lcvel of abundan<:e will continue indefinitely. It can be anticipated that, if
mere are calls for substantial reductions in the TAe due to fluctuations in
abundan<:e of the rC5our<:e, the calls will be met wim significant resistance.
The potential consequences for the resource are tOO obvious to nced
statlllg.
The Pand theno.fore would argue that before access to abundant resour<:es
is gronted on a "temporary" basis, ulhere the abundance is recognized to be
ephemeral, then proper application of the conservation criterion would
dictatemata clearexirstrategy fint bc put in p!a<:e.
The second way in which the granting of a<:<:eSS can pose a threat to
<:onservation is somewhat more subtle. As has been noted elsewhere in this
report, DFO has been attempting to foster a "conservationist ethi<:," whieh
can be s~ as a willingness to invest in the resource. However, if those
who arc being encouraged to invest in a resource know that returns on the
inveStment will he significantly redl.ICed through the granting of additional
access, then obviously the incentive to invest in conservation will he lost.
Need!ess to say, those alrC1ldy established in a particular fishery will
maintain that 1119 increase in «,turns due to increases in resource abundance
and/or landed value constitutes a f:oir return on their investment in the
resource. Once again, sound judgement has to be brought to bear on
finding a balan<:e.
In any event, Panel members believe that conselVation must be more than
a principle; it must b~ Set forth as an explicit criterion, and as the overriding
criterion. Not to do so runs the risk of ensuring that access programs
Rqx)[( of the Independent P.nd on Access Criteri~
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designe<l to share the wealth will instead prove to be the means of
destroying the wealth from increased resource abundance and/or landed
value.
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Rcocommend:uion #4
The P:md men::fore rttOmmcnds that
An independcm Atlantic-wide advisory board be: established that "'1)uld
serve as a default med12nism to address d\o$c: decis.ions reguding access
that =001 be: resolved in I satisfactory manna: within Atbntic CalUda.
11.5 Fisheries Resource Conservation Council
The Panel ha$ oudined the proposed mandate:, membcnhip, procedures
and administntivc arrangemmts du.t such :t board would require: 10
0per11C' effectively. I,.. addition, since the Panel reconunends that
conserwtion be made an .""plicit access critmon, the Board woukl be
required to address i1self 10 the cons~ucncc,of decisions Jlbout '"-CCe5S for
conservation. It would be desil':lblc for the Board to consult with the
FRee on such issues. The FRee would, however, be of very limited value
to the Board if its mandate: continued to Ix: restrictcd to groundfish.
Recommendation #5
The Panel therefore recommends that:
The FRee be c.allcd upon, as wlowc:d fOf in IlS original terms of reference,
to take on responsibility for providing ad"icc on the consc:rv:ltion of
pelagic md shcll6sh species, as well as on groundfish species.
11.6 Nunavut
During me coune of itS oonsllltations, the Panel examined the sllWotion
prc~g in Nunavut, which P1nd mnnbers orne to regard all a special
C2K. The Panel found thaI Nunavut does DOt enjoy the same level of
access to its adjacent fishait:s as do me Adantic provinces.
Recommendation #6
In keeping with the spirit of the NIt_lAlUi Chiwu A,vrnmJ/. and and the
fair and consistent application of the adjacency principle, the Panel
thereforc recommends thar:
No additional access should be granted to non·Nunavut iDlerests in _ters
adjacent to Nunavut until the territory has achieved acce" to a major slare
of its adjacent fishcryresoun:cs.
11.7 Aboriginal Participation
Recolnlllcndation#7
Finally, in view of the constitutional statuS of Aboriginal people's rights
relating to the fishery, the Panel recommends that:
Aboriginal peoples be significantly and effectively represented in all
decision-making processes rcbced to access in Adantic Canada.
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Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy
Guardian Program
Roln/Duties/Training
An Aborigina/ Guardi.n IS an lndMdual twed by one Of more Fll"St NatlOOS and
deSlgnale<!asa fishery guardian by the Mifllsler pursuanl 10Se<;tJori 50fthe
FlshenesAct
In the mld-198O's the firsl c;ooperatlYe efforts between the depaAmenI and 2 F.-st
Nations was iniliated 10 train and employ guardians
In 1991-92 (pre AFS) the depal1menI Workng Commil1ee was charged WIlh
prOVIding c:ommurwty and lechnlcal direction for the
design. deveklpmenl and implementalJOn 01 a RegIon-
wide training pl'ogram for Aboriginal Guardians.
In 1992, AFS amved wrththe neoessary funding to
support the implemenlaliorl of the program
~ the guardi&wl program was inItlated WI 1993, "has
become an Wllegral part of AFS policy
The Aboriginal Fisheries Officer Program is a key
component of negotIaled Fi$herie$ Agreemenl$, both
from II COfl5efYabon and ec:onomc developrnenl:
perspectJV8
Dvtiu May Include
• issueWaffilrogS
• inspectlishinggearandfish
• detenbonwilhoutphyslcal
"""'"
• take statements from fi5hers and
olh~
• seizefishandlishinggear
• issue Appearance Nobces
• aSSlstinprepanngcourtbnefs
and court documents
• tes!JfylncourtandprOVlding
"""""'"
• coIledsamplesmhabltatcases
• morulOfenhancementacbvllies
• II1eydonotC8/lY&'ellfTl'l'Ofany
---
Role ofa Guardian
• conduc:l stoc:ll; assessments
• providecatchlnformatJon
• carryoutpatrolstomondorflshJng
and habMl ilCtMlJes
Training fora Guardian Role
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The GuardilinProgram hllsa phased applOach to trllining consisting of bothrormal
dassroom and oJl-lhe-jobtraining
• Phase 1 of the program consists of modules covering Salmorlids, Routine
PallOts, Hostile Inleractions, Court Procedures and Smllil 80lltSafely (5
weeks).
• Phase 2 consists of modules covering Herring, Groundfish, Shellfis/l, Gear
U\ililalion, Public Relations and HaMat (4 weel<:s)
• Phase 3 is similar to Fisheries and Ocearls Canada's Ad'varlced Enforcement
Program for Fishery Officers (5-7 weeks)
The training program was designed to be a parallel program to the departmenl"s
Fishery Officer Career Program (FOCP).
The AFS Guardian has met wifh considerable success in improving the
departmenVFirsf Nalions relaoonships. Ithasconlributedtothebuildingofcapacity
in the areas of law enforcement and resource management
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